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Fultonians To Get Chance To Speak
On Acquisition Of Electric System
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Quiet negotiations which have been going on between the Fulton Electric Plant Board and the Kentucky Utilities Company for acquisition of the local elecVolume Thirty
tric distribution were opened for public view and action
Tuesday night in a called meeting of the Board and the
Local Judging
Fulton City Council.
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Fulton To Vole Saturday In Primary
To Eliminate Two Possible Candidates

system, and, following that (if
The Council accepted a resolu- they vote
"yes") a court action to
tion of the Fulton Plant Board establish fair
a
price.
calling attention to the facts that
The Obion County Dairy JudgThe system, if purchased, would
the Board had faithfully and careing team, composed of three South
The local America' Red Cros,
fully followed Kentucky law dur- be paid for by revenue bonds.
Board chairman Clyde Williams, Fulton student and one from chapter has been ask,.c1 to accept
ing the past year in following steps
Hornbeap,
was
the
first
place
wincash contributions to help in the
• • • •
outlined in the acquisition proced- Jr. pointed out that under local ner
at the District Fair in Jack- rehabilitation of the 500,000 vicTwo candidates for City Commissioner of the City
ure, and voted to submit the mat- ownership all State, county, city son
Saturday,
winning
over
teams
POLLING
tims
Hurricane
of
PLACES LISTED
Carla in Texas
of
Fulton
will be eliminated in the primary election on
ter to a vote of the citizens of and school district taxes would from 16
counties.
and along the west Gulf coast.
Fulton at the general election No- continue to be paid at the same
The polling places in the City Saturday. Ten persons have formally announced for
The
team
is
composed
of
Gene
According
to
Jam( -; Meacham,
rate at KU is now paying.
vember 7.
Hardy, John and Brent Burrow local chapter chairman, anyone of Fulton for Saturday's election the four offices to be voted upon in the
November elecA "no" vote by the citizens of of South
The November ballot will be a
Fulton and Carnice wishing to contribut • may mail are as in the past: Fulton City
determination as to whether the Fulton November 7 would auto- Johnson of Hornbeak. Wade BarHall, Kentucky hardware, Ful- tion. While voters going to the polls on Saturday will be
their
donations
to
American
tt
e
citizens of Fulton want to operate matically drop all further pro- ton of Martin is the team's coach. National
Red Cross or leave them ton Launderette, Log Cabin, asked to vote for only four candidates, the eight canditheir own electric distribution sys- ceedings and continue KU operaand Notes Grocery in Riceville. dates receiving the
with
James
White, it the City
highest number of votes, out of the'
tem or whether they do not—a tion indefinitely.
Fulton Is on the move!
• • • •
National Bank here.
ten announced, will appear on the November ballot
"yes" or "no" vote.
The local Electric Plant Board
Campaign activity for the commissioner's posts has
notified KU of their intentions to
been relatively non-existent. Two candidates, Bill Rice
begin steps toward acquisition of
the local electric distribution sysand Robert McCain have set for-1h their platforms in
tem last November 16th. Not renews stories appearing in this newspaper while most of,
ceiving an affirmative answer that
the other candidates refused the invitation of the Fulton
KU was interested in selling,, appraisals were made by the local
Junior Chamber of Commerce to appear in a public rally
board, by KU, and by a third apand forum.
praiser (Dr. W. L. Matthews)
(by Paul Wesipheling)
it alone", we face a desperate
named by Governor Combs when
Two candidates have announced Lewis, who lead the ticket receivOn Monday of this week I had the great privilege struggle.
the first two turned out to be far
for the office of Mayor and two ed goo eettes, while .1. G. Earitt re•OUR
DOMESTIC
ECONOMY:
of
having
lunch with President John Kennedy at the
ceived 451 votes, which was the
apart. Results were as follows:
ability to maintain a strong for the office of City Judge. The
least amount received in the'
White House in Washington, and of SpendinL1 a most Our
By Board
$ 545,269.00
national economic posture depends Mayoralty candidates are Nelson
It is estimated that
By KU
1,020,190.00
interesting and informative two hours with h in in the on avoiding recessions and main- Tripp, seeking re-election and Gil- election.
are, perhaps 350 to 00
By Matthews
838,478.00
South Fulton Civil Defense ex- company of his press
taining high employment levels so bert DeMyer. The candidates for
Negro Voters in the City of 1
secretary Pierre Sal:hger and that tax returns to
A feasibility study indicated ecutive committee, together with
support our City Judge are H. II, Force, seek- ton.
that acquisition was feasible and the mayor and members of the seventeen other Kentucky publishers'.
programs will be high; a receSsion ing re-election and Paul Lane. The
last election for.city cit .
could be profitable for the City of City Council met Monday night at
In his telegrams to our party last week, the Presi- of serious consequences could play candidates for Muevor and City cilThe
positions was held in connecFulton. Since a sale price cannot the South Fulton City Hall.
havoc with expenditures as they Jude will not appear on the baldent
stated
that
"he
with
tion
the heated goiter! • • '
would be most pleased tee have us are now budgeted.
be agreed on, Kentucky law calls
lot in the primary en Saturday
The meeting was to discuss
since the law stipulates that if nett campaign when Harry Lett
for two steps at this time: a vote plans for an all-out civil defense as his guests. . . that it would be useful to hint to have
Conclusion: Some things that
fide!,
Clinton
of
was S cue•
more than two candidates file for
of the people asking whether or program and the possibility of se- an exchange of views on
State, regional and national we can "do without" may have the
offices their candidacies will and brought about an uric;,
not they want to operate their own curing community fallout shelters.
to go, if there's no money to conproblems".
large
turn-out
-voters. S:..
of
not be subject to the primary.
day's turn-out, if small. may •
Following luncheon Monday, the balance i of the tinue them on.
Considerable interest is centerduce surprising results in st
Other areas of discussion in- ed
in the candidacy of Jack Pattwo-hour period consisted in a relaxed, uninhibited, free cluded
quarters.
Kentucky items.
ton, the first Negro ever to seek
discussion of the national and international situation, While the discussion of serious a city office. Some
The candidates for City Compolitical ob- missioner
are: Orian WinFtcad,
entered into freely by the President and all Members of matters such as these did not lend servers have advanced the belief
Ward Johnson, Charles Reams, L.
the group. While the specific quotations of the Presi- itself to frivolity, there were light- that if an all-Negro bloc of voters M. McBride.
Bill Rice, Jac]: Pater moments that provoked laugh- marked their ballots for only PatMrs. Mary King, 84, of Fulton, officiate. Burial will be in New dent
ton-, flu iv Blackstone. Clarence
were asked to remain "off the record" and this con- ter, such as the Maysville publishton, the maneuver might possibly
died Wednesday afternoon after Hope Baptist Church cemetery
Moline, Frank Welch and Robait
being severely burned when her near Latham. Grandsons will act fidence was agreed to by the group, the general areas er who recounted the recent time put him among the eight candithat several cases of ripe olives dates whose names will appear on McCain.
home was destroyed by fire Sat- as pallbearers.
of discussion centered on:
County Court Clerk Kathryn
were supplied by the Federal gov- the ballot in November.
urday night about midnight.
She leaves another son, Carl
Lannom said that she has made
BERLIN AND THE EUROPEAN
She was a patient in Fulton Hos- King of South Fulton; four dauof over half of the U. S. population ernment for the local school lunch
On the basis of the number of available a list of
qualified regisCRISIS: The President led off
pital, suffering with third degree ghters, Mrs. Annie Mae Robey of
and terrible destruction every- program and how the supervisor votes cast in the last city-election tered voters
for the use of the
with this topic and discussed the
burns of the face and back.
where. Protective farnliy fall-out couldn't figure what to do with in May 1959, more than 800 per- candidates.
Fulton, Mrs. Ella Grissom, Mrs. seriousness
The list is in the office
of the situation the shelters
in homes, for instance, them.
sons voted in the election. J. 0. of City Clerk Marft
Mrs. King who had been ill for Carrie Nell Laird, and Mrs. Lydia pros and cons of use
of atomic should
All in all, it was a frank and
be planned by all citiwns.
some time, and her son, J. D. Bonds all of RFD, Fulton: a half- warfare if forced into it,
relative
NATO AND OUR OTHER AL- rewarding afternoon with the
King and his wife, had gone to sister, Mrs. Will Hill of Palmers- strengths of allied and Communist
bed and about 11:45 p. m. They ville; a brother, Joe Todd of RFD, forces, estimated build-up neces- LIES: The President expressed President and a rare insight into
grave concern over U e continuing his vigor, intelligence and deterwere awakened by the heat from Fulton; a half-brother, Tom Todd sary to place allied forces
on an
of Como, Tenn.; and a number of even footing, and associated items. strength of NATO and its sur- mination. It goes almost without
the burning house.
vival as a strong federation: also saying that we left knowing that
J. D. and his wife ran from the grandchildren and great-grandConclusion: These are serious much concern over the United he has a tremendous load on his
flaming house, then ran back to children.
The South Fulton mayor's race
Saturday was the deadline for
She was born in Henry Coun- and imminent items that rate the Nations organization and the fight shoulders and that we may well
rescue the elderly Mrs. King.
now has three candidates.
qualifying. There are 12 candity, Tenn., and was a member of full attention and concern of the that this country faces trying to be called—all of us here at home—
Bill Gray qualified as a candi- dates for the six
Before J. D. and-his wife reachAmerican people. Full-scale atomic help hold it together.
to bear a greater part of it in the
City Council
ed his mother, she had cut one the Sandy Branch Bapti,"
date in the South Fulton Mayor's posts. They are M.
earner,' ,.ouiu eesult in oie death
Conclusion: If we have to "go months to come.
M. Matlock,
of her hands in breaking out a
race and will run in the October Bobby Matthews,
0. L. Bushart,
primary against the incumbent, seeking re-election,
bedroom window. The younger
Harold HenMrs. King was burned on the
Milton Counce and M. H. Warren, derson, Carl Si.ccombe,
G. A.
back while rescuing the elder
I. C. employe, who announced last Boyd, Jr., 0. L.
Lamascus,'Rex
woman. She was treated at Fulton
week.
Huddle, O'Neal, Odell Travis,
Hospital.
Mr. Gray, a South Pillion auc- Finis Vancil and Elvis Babb.
The house, a six-room frame
tioneer and realtor, filed his papThe primary will be held on
building located across the street
ers with the Obion County Elec- Oct. 17 and the generafelection on
from the Fulton Country Club,
tion Commission on Saturday.
Dec. 5.
was completely destroyed, along
with all furniture and clothing
belonging to the family. The Fulton Fire Department was called
but the fire had too much headway for anything to be saved.
A shower for the Kings was
Services for Mrs. Viola Bowen
Approximately $200 in cash was of
held Tuesday night at the First
Crutchfield, who died at Fulton
stolen
from
the
safe
break-in
in
a
Baptist Church.
Hospital at 1:20 Tuesday afterat
the
Marbro
Drive-In
Movie,
lo- noon after a sudden illness, will
Funeral services for Mrs. King
cated on Highway 45-E, south of be held
will be held Thursday at 2 p. rn.
at 2:30 p. m. Thursday at
Fulton
Friday
night
after
11:30at the Whitnel Funeral Home
the Hornbeak Funeral Home chapchapel. The Rev. Truitt Miller will
The supply room was also en- el here. The Rev. .T. L. McMinn
treed and a quantity of cigarettes, will officiate. Burial will be in
candy, etc., was stolen, according Rock Spring Cemetery. She was
85.
NEWSMEN MEET PRESIDENT—Kentucky newspapermen pose with President John F. Kennedy at a luncheon at the White House Monday. to Manager Harold Weldon.
She was born in Fulton CounFrom left are Frank R. Paxton, publisher of the Sun-Democrat; Barry Bingham, president .A lid publisher of the Louisville Courier-Journal:
The robbery was discovered by ty Dec. 13, 1875, daughter of the
and zeirs. Frank Moore.
N. A. Perry Jr., publisher of the Frankfort State-Journal; President Kennedy, W. B. Matthews, publisher of the Maysville Public Ledger; the janitor Saturday morning. En- late M
trance was gained by sawing the Her Akisband, R. C. Howell, died
Paul Westpheling, publisher of the Fulton News and former president of the Kentucky Press association: Lawrence Hager Jr., a.s.sistant publock off the door. The lock was in LOW.
lisher of the Owensboro Messenger and Inquirer; and Mrs. Martha Camer, editor and co-pualisher of the Maysville Daily Independent.
broken off the safe.
Mra.-Howelldeaves four sons. S.
A. Holleell of Wingo, D. G. Howell
The 439th Civil Affairs Comof Clinton, Route 1, 0. G. Howell
pany, Paducah, a unit of the
of Crutchfield and J. L. Howell
Army's Ready Reserve, has been
of Fulton: a daughter, Mrs. W. A.
called to active duty and will reHudson of Union City, eight
port to Fort Gordon, Ga. on Ocgrandchildren and 14 great-grandWestpheling)
promptly zoomed up and on a wide circle. The speculation walked around the corner to the hands
Paul
seconds,
(By
tober 15th according to an anin his pockets. Frequently children: and several nieces and
away from the field, making a as to what that word was became
—SUNDAY—
nouncement from
Washington Post and up to the I would pass little clumps of men nephews.
Washington
circle
city.
wide
great
Again
of
a
little
the
animate,.
more
around
me.
Tuesday.
Left Paducah by air Sunday aflocal display advertising depart- earnestly talking among themOne son, Audie Howell, precedapproached the field, began
We again approached, slacked
The unit includes four officers ternoon for Washington. At the we
ment of the gigantic new building selves.
ed her in death in 1949.
descent,
the
slacked
speed,
speed
and
glided
to
runway
the
and
in Fulton and vicinity: Captains Paducah airport met Dub Burnette
to see if I knew anyone still at the
Arrived at the hotel and up to
Her grandsons will be pallbearpromptly zoomed up and away on this time easily anti smoothly
Gene Hatfield and Oakley Wat- seeing his son off to college at UK;
old stand. Got off the elevator, Fred Wachs' room. 'The genial ers.
circle.
another
big
weren't
touched
too
We
ground
and
rolled
to
a
kins, Jr. of Fulton and Brantley also ran into Bob Morgan and
rounded the corner and ran right publisher of the Lexington Herapprehensive over
two stop. That word must have been
these
Amberg of Hickman and Major family. The Fulton Ferry-Morse
into four of them: Bill Maben, ald-Leader had graciously wired
"passes" at the busy field, but "the tower" (for eerrnission to
Joe R. Johnson, Clinton.
plant manager was on his way to
Milt Myerson, Basil Fowler and— us all an invitation before we,left
were beginning to wonder what land).
Two other Fulton officers who Mountain View, California for a
to all people—my old boss Mar- our homes to make his room our
was going on when the ship comIt
was
in
dusk
Waithington.
The
have been long-time members of week, on company business.
shall Trippet who is now a Chi- assembly point for departure to
mander's voice came over the in- air was cool and mist pleasant,
the 439th were recently promoted
cago newspaperman and who hap- the White House, and most everyAlighting from the plane in tercom: "This is your Captain.
and
the
bustle
and
mise
of
a
big
and removed from the 439th be- Louisville who should I run into
pened to be up for a visit same as one did just that.
You have nothing to fear. Every- terminal was all around. I picked
cause it could not accommodate but Lee and Ro Gardner of HickT. We spent a most happy 30 minSOUTH FULTON
thing is all right. We are having up my bag and grabbed a cab for
Luncheon at the White House
their higher grade. They are Ma- man, who were enroute home afutes together and I had to decline
Gleason rolled to a 20-6 foota little trouble with (and here the a White House-area hotel, just
was at 1: p. m. and at 12:30 we
jors Felix Gossum, Jr. and Paul ter a week in New York and
ball victory over South Fulton at
an invitation to a tour of the
voice was indistinctly heard as around the corner from the Washleft the hotel and headed the two
Westpheling, Jr. Both are present- points east. "We let the staff get
Gleason Friday night.
conversation around us rose in a ington Post, my old alma-mater. plant so I could get on.
blocks distance down 16th street,
ly assigned to a replacement pool out the paper last week" they exBilly Tuck scored on five-yard
buzz) (we couldn't make out whe- The Post building is now so big
Walked the two blocks to the crossing Lafayette square and its and 18-yard
and are not affected by orders in- plained.
roll-outs and Frankie
ther he said torque, tower, or and has added so much in the way Sheraton-Carlton
pretty
park full of flowers, trimdown
16th
volving the 439th.
Trebaihan covered a fumble in
Waiting for the Eastern airlines tire). Eastern has a 30-year safeof new facilities that it bears lit- street; it was a cool, somewhat med hedges, park benches and the end
zone in accounting for
plane in the Louisville terminal, ty record".
tle comparison to the' cozy little brisk morning and the walk felt brown squirrels. While cars, taxis all of Gleason's
touchdowns. Clay
BULLDOGS VS. PROVIDENCE ran across Edgar Arnold of the
old 5-story building that use to good, especially along spacious and buses rushed around the big Segrane
Nothing
we
could
do
about
any
ran
Madisonville
the two extra points
Messenger
and
be down near 14th and Pennsyl- 16th Street, one of the area's square in all directions, here in conversions
of
these;
so
I
just
pulled
seat
my
for
the winners.
The Fulton High Bulldogs Walter Dear, publisher of the
vania that I used to e'all home.
busier streets. Business men were the middle of it all was a pleasant,
South Fulton's only marker
will play the Providence foot- Henderson Gleaner & Journal, belt a little tighter. There was idle
everywhere along the street and restful, tree-studded square, with came in
speculation
as
to
what
that
last
the
final
MONDAY
quarter when
ball team at Providence this who were waiting for the same
around the hotels, carrying brief pigeons flapping and assorted peo- fullback
Ronnie Winston ran over
Friday night. Game time is 8 plane I was. We rode to Wash- word was that we couldn't make
Washington is alwas a pleasant cases, manila envelopes or other ple lounging on neatly-spaced
out.
the
payoff
line
from
ington
three yards
together.
D. m•
city for me to re-viA, since Jo things. In Washington every man benches. It was a relaxed, restful
out.
We let down for a landing at
For the third time we approach- and I worked there before coming carries something. I don't believe scene. Washington is full of
such Gleason
Washington National airport, and ed for a landing, slacked speed, to Fulton.
0 7 7 6-20
I have ever seen a man going places as these.
Fulton is on the move!
South Fulton
0 0 0 6— 6
after slackening speed for a few and zoomed up and over the field
(Continued on page ten)
After breakfast at the hotel I down the street whistling with his
(Continued on page five)

America Faces Desperate Struggle For Survival,
President Kennedy Tells Kentucky Editors M9nday

Civil Defense
Leaders Seek
Shelter Plan

Mrs. King Dies Wednesday After
Suffering Burns In Tragic Fire

Gray, Warren, And Counce Seek
Office Of Mayor In South Fulton

Cash Is Stolen In
Breakin Al Theatre

Services Thursday
For Mrs. Howell

Area Officers
Called To Duty
With Reserves

Paul Crowds Lifetime Of Memories In White House Visit

Both Football
Teams Losers

Fire Prevention Is Everybody's Job
Throughout the year, fire strikes
an average of 800 American homes
every day.
Every three quarters of an hour,
fire takes a life somewhere in the
United States.
And, the tragic thing about these
fires is that thousands of them could
have been avoided. They should never
have happened.
It is as a reminder of this fact
that the nation is observing Fire Prevention Week from October 8 to 14.
Nearly_ one fourth of all fires in
this countr)T are caused by matches
and smoking, according to the National Board of Fire Underwriters; another 20 per cent are the result of misuse
of electrical equipment.
Simply by using care with matches and lighted cigarettes, cigars, and
pipes, we can hold down our vast fire
toll.
By keeping matches away from
children we can prevent them from
starting fires.
By making sure that all of our
'electric appliances are in good repair,
we can reduce the possibility of fire
still further.
That is one of the truths being
stressed during Fire Prevention Week
this year.
Fire Prevention - Week always
falls in the week containing October

9, for it was on that day in 1871 that
the Great Chicago Fire broke out. The
Chicago fire took 250 lives and destrbyed 17,430 buildings and other
property worth $175,000,000. In terms
of today's construction costs, the Chicago property damage would have
run into billions.
The Great Chicago Fire, in addition to being tragic and costly, had
me constructive facet — it made
America fire conscious.
Eventually it brought recognition
of the need for a concerted national
fire prevention effort.
On October 9, 1911, the 40th anniversary of the Great Chicago Fire,
the first Fire Prevention Day was observed. In 1920 President Woodrow
Wilson issued the first PresidentialProclamation of Fire Prevention Day.
In 1922, President Warren G.
Harding proclaimed the first Fire
Prevention Week.
And each year since then the
President of the United States has
proclaimed Fire Prevention Week.
Fires last year took the lives of
11,350 persons.
And fire losses in the United
States have exceeded $1 billion for
four years in a row.
It is to the interest of all to rededicate ourselves to care with fire at
this time.

Vaccinations For Influenza
Are Now 'Must', Teague Says
With an upswing in influenza expected this fall and winter, Dr. Russell E. Teague, Kentucky commissioner of health, is urging immediate flu
vaccinations for all Kentuckians.
"We want to emphasize," he declared, "that once flu hits a community, it is too late to protect those in the
high-risk group. Vaccination now, before the flu season, is the only safeguard."
High-risk groups, Dr. Teague explained, are the three categories of
persons accounting for most of the
86,000 deaths in the United States
from flu and accompanying complications between September 1957 and
March 1960.
These categories, he said, are:

(1) persons with heart and pulmonary
diseases, diabetes and other chronic
illnesses; (2) persons over 65; and (3)
pregnant women. Dr. Teague said it is
especially important that persons in
these categories receive flu vaccination shots from their physicians now.
The U. S. Public Health Service
has warned that outbreaks of both
Asian and Type B flu are expected
this year following their usual cyclic
pattern, Dr. Teague said.
Inpreparation for the flu season
the Kentucky Department of Health
is furnishing all physicians with recommendations for the use of flu vaccine, including a listing of the chronic
conditions most likely to be compliated by influenza.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

By Art Linkletter
TV Personality and author of
The Secret World of Kids
MARK TWAIN used to say that
all growing boys should be kept in a
barrel until their 17th. birthday, with
only a small bung-hole through which
to breathe and be fed. "And then . ."
He would pause to light a cigar.
"And then what?" some eager
listener would cry.
"Why then" the creator of Tom
Sawyer would say, blowing a reflective cloud of smoke, "the bung-hole
ought to be sealed up permanently."
So you see, teenagers have been
taking quite a verbal beating for quite
a while. But I like teenagers and
sympathize with them. This is partly
because I can distinctly recall being
a teenager myself and because for the
last ten years we've always had a
teenager in the house.
EVERYBODY admits that the
years between 13 and 17 are tricky
and tough. Physically, a kid is going
through all kinds of changes designed
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wealth of the n: on took place
. . . the first treasury notes were
issued to the soldiers. Said Gen.
Scott: "They are as good as gold,
easy to send nome in letters." The
soldiers were paid with the new
money . . and the new bills were
easy to send home.

Miss
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Laird of
bride ot
of Mr. a
of Soutt
ceremon
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The future would show that
paper money would not always be
"as good as gold." But that was in
the future that September of 1861.
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About Town With

OuEndm Jeacrellil

"We'll have some advice on that investment in
just a minute, Sir!"

Turning Back The Clock-FROM THE FILES:—
September 19, 1941

1

game of the football season Friday
night at the University field in
Martin.

The Chamber of Commerce discussed the plan now being worked
out to improve the old Fair
Grounds here, and erect a Community House, or a meeting place
for all community events, such as
the annual Farm Bureau picnic,
the Ken-Tenn Exposition, meetings of the various civic and farm
groups.

The third annual Chestnut Glade
Community Fair will be held there
on Thursday and Friday, Oct. 2-3.
Jack Jones, about 40 years of
age, of near Fulton was found
guilty of assault and battery by an
Obion County circuit court Friday
afternoon in Union City He was
sentenced to six months in the
county workhouse and a $50 fine.
If he is unable to pay the fine he
will serve it out at the rate of a
dollar a day.
Jones recently shot and slightly
wounded G. L. "Doc" Nanney on
the latter's farm, south of Fulton.

Several farmers and junior farmers in the South Fulton territory
were winners of prizes in the 0bion County.Fair held at Union
City last week.
The Fulton County livestock
judging team returned Thursday,
Sept. 11. winning 12th place in the
State contest held at Louisville.
The members of the team were:
Robert Jeffress. Edwin Harrison,
Lewis Browder and Joe Bazzell,
Jr., the alternate. The team was
carried to the state fair by Mr.
Laymon Miller, assistant county
agent.

Mrs. Nelle Wolfe, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Cosby of Columbus, Ky., and Leo Greengrass,
son of Mrs. Sadie Greengrass of
New York City, were married
Sunday evening, Sept. 14, in Charleston, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hyland announce the birth of a son born
Wednesday, Sept. 17, in the Fulton
Hospital.

The Fulton High School Bulldogs defeated the Martin High
Panthers 12 to 0 in the opening

100 Years Ago This Week

One of the most enjoyable gatherings I have attended lately was
the quarterly dinner-meeting of
the Jackson Purchase Historical
Society at the Steak House in
Mayfield Saturday evening.
Hall Allen, night city editor of
the Sun-Democrat and author of a
book about the Civil War in this
area, was the principal speaker.
Mr. Allen's talk was very interesting and thoroughly enjoyed by
all attending. There were approximately 80 present.
Among those from Fulton at-tending were Dudley Morris, Mrs.
Ann Whitnel, Mrs. L. 0. Bradford,
Mrs. Smith Atkins, Jerry Atkins,
Mrs. Leland Jewell and myself.

4

Fulton's assistant chief of police,
and I tell you, I was amazed to
learn that Hassell and his nice.
wife built their lovely new home
all by themselves. It's very beautiful!
Then, I was visiting in the home
of E. W. Bethel and E. W's charming wife was telling me how
smart her husband is, and showed
me all of the cans of fruit and
vegetables E. W. had put up, all
by himself.

We were so glad to see Mr.
and Mrs. Leo Greengrass over the
weekend. The former local Siegel
manger and his lovely wife have
been living in Hohenwald, Tenn.,
for the past several years. Leo is
Was talking to Orian Winston, manager of a Siegel plant there.
local city councilman, a few days
ago and he said that Fulton's new
I was amazed recently when I
airport was being blacktopped. saw Mrs. Ethel Byrd, Fulton's oldThe air field is being constructed est resident, who will be 107by McDade and McDade Con- years-old in December. Lately,
she
struction Co. of Fulton and is has been living in Paducah with
located out northwest of town.
her granddaughter and was in
town to visit her daughter, Mrs.
S.
L. Craver.
Well, I See that another service
The last time I had seen Mrs.
station is going up in Fulton. The
Byrd,
she was quite under the
latest being constructed is located
out on Broadway in South Fulton weather, but now is as spry as can
next to Piggly Wiggly Super
Market.

Feed Your Hogs
Have you noticed the new fence
at the home of South Fulton's
Chief of Police, Elmer Mansfield?
I think, Elmer built it all by
himself. At least, I know he did
all of the painting. It looks real
nice!
While I'm handing out bouquets
to policemen, I want to tell you
about a couple of other smart
ones. Not too long ago, I visited
in the home of Hassell Williams,
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A Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, K.Y.

Telephone
Talk
by
H. D. HAYES
Your Telephone Manager

Ar Historical review ef THE CIVIL WAR
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(Material I. frera publication of *seen, •ne
hundred soars spel *Menai
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preserve • national balanee . ..
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Teenagers Are Human

hIen Second
last

I STRICTLY BUSINESS

The bridge-timbers had been partially burned, then the fire quenched. 17 were killed, an unknown
number of the passengers were
hurt.
Bridge-burners were busy along
the railroad running from Lynchburg, southwest through Tennessee. Numerous other bridges were
burned by each side in Missouri
and in Kentucky.
And in Washingtc
something
of importance to the financial

to turn a girl into a woman and a boy
into a man. Emotionally, he's likely to
be put off balance by the new problems that come crowding in on him.
All the nice, stable relationships of
his childhood seem to be changing.
Part of him still wants to be guided
and protected, another part resents
his parents, rebels against authority,
wants to break away.
What teenagers want more than
anything else is to be grownup. So
naturally anything that symbolizes
adulthood becomes attractive to
them. It may be high heels, lipstick,
dating or driving a car. It may be
smoking, drinking or going steady.
Most youngsters are reaching for
these things years earlier than their
parents did. And this can easily lead
to tension and friction in a household.
I've always thought that teenagers
respond better to persuasion than to
command. Arbitrary rules handed
down without explanation annoy
them, sometimes to the point where
they'll go out of their way to break
them. If you make a kid think he's
capable of listening to reason, he'll
listen to it. But after he reaches a certain age he likes to feel that the final
decisions are his.
TEENAGERS ARE COMPLICATED, moody, unpredictable, often
self-centered and at times maddening,
but they're also human. They're trying to grow up, so they resent arbitrary rules. They no longer -consider
themselves children so they like to be
consulted. They are not always loveable and they know it, and this frightens them. They often need reassurance and don't know how to get it. Be
patient with them and don't expect
miracles.

BY

WILLIAM If

Third Week in September 1861
Two months after the Battle of
Manassas, the Confederate forces
around Washington were playing
a game of bluff. Reports printed
in all the northern papers said
that the Confederate forces in
Virginia numbered about 300,000,
and at these 180,000 were facing
Washington at Manassas. Actually
there were only 30,000 of these
men, and on September 30 the
Confederate General Joe Johnston asked President Jefferson
Davis for an additional ten thousand men so he could capture the
city.
An Ohio State Journal reporter
who talked with some Confederate
prisoners said the men expected to
"capture Washington and make the
city their capitol" and the men
were "convinced of the justice of
their cause."
The day of the Manassas disaster
the North had called for 500,000
volunteers, not for three months
as before,-, but for three years or
for the end of the war. Young
Gen. McClellan had arrived in
Washington within a week of
Manassas, he had put the soldiers
to work at drill, new men coming
in were isolated and trained in the
arts of drill and marching. He began to build the great Army of the
Potomac which was to make history. McClellan was great at
training an army, and he had almost three times as many soldiers
in his army at Washington as the
Confederates had . .. but McClellan believed the numbers were
reversed.
Th New York HERALD said:
"Recruiting seems to be resuming
something of the activity that it
exhibited at the beginning of the
war. The HERALD attributes this
activity to the increased confidence felt under the reorganization of the army under the young
and able generals who have been
placed at the heads of the different departments."
Small battles were being fought
everywhere. The newspapers were
going through a period of unre-

MeBRIIIRT

liability. Said one paper: "Our
pages have been full of rumors of
battles that have never been
fought."
In Missouri, the Confederates
who had won the Battle of Wilson's Creek had moved north to
Lexington, on the Missouri River.
The Union men in that area had
taken Lexington a few days before.
"The trouble is not so much the
getting into Lexington, as the getting out," said Col. Mulligan, of
the Irish Brigade, 23rd. Illinois
Volunteers. Mulligan's men were
joined by 350 men under Col.
Marshall. Surrounded by the Confederates and without enough supplies, the Union soldiers rolled
their own cartridges, cast their
bullets, and fitted their foundry
and cast 150 rounds of shot, grape
and canister.
Lexington has been called the
"Battle of the Hemp Bales."
Southern riflemen poured water
on bales of hemp, then rolled the
bales toward the enemy, firing
from their rolling forts as they
were able.
2,800 of the Federal troops had
to surrender, but were exchanged
or paroled within a month.
The Bank of Lexington had almost a million dollars which was
seized by order cd someone in the
Confederate army. However, Gen.
Price promptly ordered the money
returned to the bank. The entire
amount (less $15,000 mysteriously
missing) was returned on September 30, except for $37,337.20
in gold which was claimed due to
the State of Missouri. (Price's
army was made up mostly of Missourians who were in the Confderate Army.)
Confederate forces were not so
fortunate in western Virginia
where Robert E. Lee was trying
the hopeless task of rebuilding the
Confederate forces where there
were no men or supplies.
At Hudson, Mo., bridge-burners
so destroyed a bridge on the Hannibal and St. Jo Railroad that
there was a terrible train-wreck.

WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE COLOR? You know, I'm
sure, that color telephones are popular—but do you know
how the colors run in popularity? White is the favorite,
followed by beige, then pink, ivory, yellow and green
(tied), blue and gray (another tie), and red. The Princess
phone, available in five colors, ranks this way in color
preference: white, beige, pink and turquoise, then blue.
•

•

•

ON THE SUBJECT OF
EXTENSIONS, how about
a Princess phone in the playroom for the teen-age-princess in your household? It'll
put her in "teen-heaven," and
it'll keep things quieter for
grown-ups in other parts of
the house! Just give us a call
for your Princess in the
color of your choice.
• • •

Now that colleges are gearing for an all-time record high
enrollment this fall, here's a suggestion for you parents
who have a son or daughter going off to school. You'll be
doing them and yourself a favor if you'll keep in touch—
at least once a week—by long distance.

WHAT'LL THEY THINK OF NEXT? In Switzerland,
to tune a violin, you can dial a telephone number and get
a perfect "A".
• • •

CATS HAVE NINE LIVES, according to stories. Telephone people have found that other things can have extra
lives, too. For example, maybe you've noticed that after
an installer puts in a phone, he saves the box it came in.
We keep these boxes and use them over and over again.
Every re-use saves 80. Multiply that by thousands and
you get the kind of savings that help us give you more for
your telephone dollar.
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Miss Laird Becomes Bride Of Arvin Napier
In Lovely Water Valley Ceremony Sept. 10
Miss Gwendolyn Ann Laird,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Randol
Laird of Water Valley, became the
bride of Arvin Neil Napier, son
of Mr. and Mrs. John Napier, Jr.,
of South Fulton, in a candlelight
ceremony at the Water Valley
Baptist Church at 4 p. m. Sunday,
September 10.

ered with bridal satin and ribbon
streamers. Her jewelry was a
string of pearls, a gift pf the
groom.

FLOWERS

Scott's Floral Shoppe
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16 THRILLA-SECOND PERFORMANCES!
Produced by
World Champion Cowboy JIM SHOULDE
RS •
A HOST OF RODEO STARS! No Matinee Sept. 27&
28

SPECIAL RODEO ATTRACTION!
5 PERFORMANCES ONLY! SEPT. IL 29.
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IN PERSON! A RIOT OF FUN!

TheCharlieWeaver

ShOW
MILLION S MIDWAY!
FREE BONUS SHOWS!
STARTLING EXHIBITS!

SPECIAL GUEST STAR

CLIFF ARQUETTE

6 DAYS ONLY' SEPT 25-30 at 3 and 8
P M.
That Wild Old Man From The Jack-Parr Show
ADMISSION TO FAIRGROUNDS

ADULTS

— CHILDREN Under 12 . . . 25c
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-Buy 25 lbs. of Wayne Calfnip Milk Replacer,
get this $2.49 feeding pail for only $1.49*.
Wayne
Calfnip and this galvanized steel nipple pail make
calf
feeding a simple, quick, easy job. Wayne Calfni
p outperforms milk, costs less, too!
Wayne Calfnip reduces digestive upsets, and gives
a rich, nutritious, uniform ration. Only 25 lbs.
of it lets
you sell 200 lbs. of whole milk, builds better calves,
too.

BUY FOUR 25-LB. BAGS AND GET A
NIPPLE PAIL FREE!
e-
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The double-ring ceremony was
read by the Rev. Joseph L. Leggett, pastor of the church.
The traditional nuptial colors of
white and green_ were carried out
in the decorations.
As the guests assembled a program of nuptial music was given
by James Reed, organist. Larry
Walker was the soloist.
The bride, who was given in
marriage by her brother, Walter
Gaylon Myers, wore a formal
wedding gown of delustered satin
designed by Can Lune. The closely fitted bodice was designed with
a deep scoop neckline which was
ornamented with appliques of
Alencon lace
encrusted
with
irredscents. The lace extended
into a deep point on the bodice.
The long fitted sleeves were buttoned with miniature satin covered buttons and came to calla lily
points at her hands. Additional
covered buttons closed the back of
the bodice. The voluminous skirt
worn over period hoops was di
signed with a hip bustle that 2,%
draped to the Polonaise bow
the back of the skirt. The ski,fell to a chapel length train.

Her tiered illusion veil was held
in place by a queen's crown of
iridescent braid and seed pearls.
Her bridal bouquet was a
cluster
of white phalaenopsis orchids
surrounded with
stephanotis and
caught with satin streamers.
Miss Carolyn Piper of Clinton
was the maid of honor and
the
groom's sister, Miss Letha
Nell
Exum was the junior brides
maid.
The groom's father served him
as best man. The ushers
were
Gary Lee Myers of Clinton,
brother of the bride, and
Richard
Britten of Fulton.
Following the cerertony the
bridal party and the parent
s of
the bride and groom formed
a receiving line in the foyer
of the
church and greeted the
guests as
they-departed.
Late in the afternoon Mr.
and
Mrs. Exum left for their
wedding
trip after which they will
make
home at Virginia Bea( h. V.
.

Feed Your Hogs

Mrs. Reynolds has attended Florida Southern College and is a
member of the Alpha Chi Omega
Sorority.
The groom, is the son of Mr.
an Mrs. Alfred Reynolds of Fort
Lauderdale, Florida. He is a predental student at Florida Southern and is a member of the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon Fraternity and the
Student Senate.
The maid of honor, Miss Penny
Martin of Rockville wore a gown
cut on the same lines in emerald
green and carried a cascade bouquet of gold porn porn chrysanthemums.
The bridesmaids were Susan.
Bushart of Fulton, cousin of the
bride, Barbara Bestpitch of Silver
Spring, Md., Judy Witherspoon of
Blookeville, Md., Gail Herzfeld of
Haworth, N. J.
The best man was Willis Wink
of Buffalo, N. Y.
The ushers were Bob Reynolds,
brother of the groom, of Fort
Lauderdale, Clark Inglis of Clearwater, Fla., Skip Callahan and
Bill Callahan, brothers of the
bride.
Following a trip to Anna Maria
Island they will make their home
in Lakeland, Florida for the next
two years.

A. C. Butts & Sons
East Stateline, Fulton
Phone 202
• This speck! Ripple pail offer expires Dec.
31, 1961, and is good only is the United
States. Void where prohibited, taxed or
otherwise restricted by law.

EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
Phone 35
Fulton

TEAK BOOK COMPILED
The 1981-62 year book of the
West Fulton P-TA is being compiled and will be ready for di,
tribution at the first meeting or.
Sept. 21.
Who to the lire of wisdom hov.
advertises ii, • I'' %. ',VS.

GET
HEATING
AS YOU
WANT IT!
for cooling
at no extra cost!

With Your Home
Grown Grain
Yes! A Lennox warm air heat,ng
sistem puts you we!I
thr,
toward central air C,
Attach-on Lennox cc.
use the same blower and cli,.
as your automatic Lennox he!.
Ing system. Start iivirg
winter with a Lennox. Er'_,/
that's always the pert,
ct
perature,
freshened, gent!, and
ou,.•
circulated; ever.' ii.t.

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky.

cr

LENNOX
WARM AIR
HEATING
* Gas, oil or coal
* Up-Ito or Down-flo—in
Aire-Flo or Perima-tlo
heating
*Units for all locations
Come in or phone for a
FREE heating survey!

Mrs. W. M. Flaws, her aunt, was
in attendance, also Mr. and Mrs.
Rodney Miller and children, all of
Fulton.
The bride is the granddaughter
of Mrs. L. H. Howard of Fulton

SMALLMAN Tin Shop.

At Grocers Everywhere

Olive St. Fulton

Phone 502

NOW!A NEW WORLD OF WORTH

,62
CHEVROLET

NEW FROM DIESEL TO DAllLE'

10BMASTER

TRUCKS!
WITH NEW

11!)Torque Power

Oklahoma City—The three little
Piggs had their names changed to
Bond in District Court.
John Marvin, 14: James Ralph,
12, and Marva Jean, 9, children
of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin E. Pigg,
told Judge Clarence Mills their
last name caused them to be ridiculed by their friends. He signed
an order changing it to Bond—
Mrs. Pigg's maiden name.
"The name doesn't bother us,"
Mrs. Pigg said, "but the childre
n
wanted the change and we
agreed."

SUPER
KEM - TONE
$5.35
GALLON

Ft. Story, where the groom is sec
ving with the United States Army.
lairerni
. traveli
sg‘
ng the bride wore
an early fall dress of black and
brown corded transitional cotton
accented with touches of narrow
zraid. Her accessories were black
and she wore the orchids from
her bridal bouquet.

with a set-up

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

Lynn Thomas Callahan, former Fulton resident, was
lovely in a gown of silk pen de soie with re-embroidered
lace and pearl applique, cut on princess lines with
a
icoop neckline and three-quarter length sleeves. Her
chapel length train was gathered in the back to form a
small bustle. Her veil of bridal illusion was held in place
by a crown of seed pearls. She carried a crescent of gar-

3 Little Piggs
Have Changed
Their Names

gh

Miss Ardeth Delores Myers became the bride of ...John Thomas
Exum on Sunday afternoon, Sept.
10 at 3:30, at the First Methodist
Church at Fulton. The bride is the
daughter of Mrs. Walter Glenn
Myers of Clinton and the late Mr.
Myers: The groom is the son of
Mr. and Mcs. Milton Linton Exum
of Fulton.

areat Days 9GREATEST!

----- Spectacular WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP

ow

Delores Myers Becomes Bride
Of John Exum September 10th

Carole Lynn Callahan Becomes
Bride Of Thomas Alfred Reynolds

Co.

1

Of Social Interest I

Mrs. Denton Russell. atron of
honor, we a pink ballerina
length dress of net over taffeta
with a matching headpiece. She
Bro. Otis Y. Shultz, pastor of the carried a colonial bouquet of pink
carnat
ions with pink and white
church, pf lorrnc-• the double ring
satin streamers.
ceremony
The bridesmaid, Miss Claudette
A pro:,ram of nuptial music was Owen, cousin
of the bride, wore a
presented by Mrs. Billy Pirtle, or- ballerina length dress
of nylon organist, and Ken Wray, sister of the ganza and chiffon
, with matching
bride, soloist.
headpiece. She also carried a coThe bride, who was given in lonial bouquet of pink carnations
marriage by her father, wore
a with pink and white satin streamfull length wedding gown of white ers.
lace and tulle over taffeta, with
The flower girl, little Miss Ranfitted bodice fashioned with
a da Laird, sister of the bride, wore
scalloped neckline. The full length a full length gown of pink nylon
sleeves came to points over the organza over taffeta with matchwrists and were fastened with
lace ing headpiece and carried a white
covered buttons. Her fingertip veil flower basket from which she
was fashioned from illusion
fall- dropped rose petals. Kent Napier,
ing from a tiara of seed pearls and brother of the groom, carried the
sequins. She carried a white Bible ring on a white satin pillow.
topped 'with a white orchid, showThe groom was attended by
Denton Russell as best man. Ushers were Claude Owen, Ken Wray
and Bobby LeCornu.
Following the ceremony, Mrs.
Claude Owen, Mrs. Mabel Tibbs
For Every Occasion
and Mrs. Billy Pirtle entertained
with an informal reception at the
HALLMARK greeting Cards
home of Mr. and Mrs. Claude
RVTEX "Personalired"
Owen for the wedding party, relaStationery
tives and a few close friends.
Mrs. Boyce Heitchcock presided
at the punch bowl and Mrs. Wayne
1 .
Wooten served the cake. Assisting
Phone 20-J
Fulton
in the dining room was Mrs. Odis
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
Shultz and Mrs. Chester Jackson.
Mrs. Thomas Alfred Reynolds
20-R or 247
Mrs. Don Holingsworth kept the
bride's register.
Following the reception the
young couple left on a short wedComplete Line
ding trip. For traveling, Mrs. NaHearing Air! Batteries pier wore a flower cotton
knit
suit of black and majenta and
140 .11 ma...-. in ne.tring aidsl
complimented by black accessorMiss Carole Lynn Callahan and Thomas Alfre
oli.it our Dearing Aid Depart
d
ies. The orchid from her bridal
vent at your fir.: opportunity.
Reyno
lds exchanged wedding vows at 3:30 p. ni. on Fribouquet was pinned at her shouldday, September 8, at Saint John's Episcopal Church
er.
CITY DRUG CO.
in
They will reside at 235 Moody, Olney, Maryland.
108 Lake Street
phone
Martin, Tenn., where they will atThe bride, given in marriage by her father, Dr.
•
tend UTMB.

[need
:ffici-
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Here they are—handsome, functional
'62 Chevrolet trucks powered to work
harder in every weight class. Hefty new
V8's with the highest torque in Chevrolet history. New diesel brawn for
medium -duty models. And new power
to pick from in light-duty models.
There's a wider choice of power, a
wider choice of torque, acoss the
board. For heavies, there's the new
High Torque 409 V8', with 16%2 per cent
more torque than ever before available
from Chevrolet. Big news in the middleweight doss is the new Chevy-GM 4-53
Diesel. It's compact, rugged, high in
torque, and backed by years of GM
Diesel experience. In the light-duty
lineup, the High Torque 261 Six• adds
new sock, new savings in extra-tough
applications. You can pick from nine
rarin'-to-work, ready-to-save engines.

Handsome new work-styling includes
forward -sloping hoods that allow drivers
to see as much as 10' feet more of the
road directly ahead. Chevrolet's famous
Independent Front Suspension gives
you a smoother riding, easier working,
longer lasting truck. New heavier duty,
smoother hypoid rear axles for middleweights. Rugged new I-beam front
axles• of 9,000- or 11,000-lb. capacity
are available on Series BO heavyweights.
Mufflers are longer lived on all models.
You'll find a total of 198 models in the
new '62 Chevy line—including three
work-proved, versatile Corvair 95's.
Every model is built to out-haul, outlast and out-value any other truck at
anywhere near the price. See your
Chevrolet dealer!
'Optiondi It extra cost

New SERIES 60 DIESEL.
Diesel savings and SUM
Chevy durability.
New FLEETSIDE PICKUP.
Mo .1 model ii i et
Amer.
ica s most popular picitup.

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer

TAYLOR CHEVROLET -- BUICK,

104 East Fourth Street

FultonPhones

38. SO

The News reports your - - - -

Diary of Doin's

Engagement Of Linda Pittman
To James Stairs Announced

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pittman of
Fulton are announcing the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Miss Linda
Pittman, to James Stairs, son of
merryway
Fulton's
along
(Items gathered
Mr. and Mrs. Doyce Stairs of Fulgham.
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
The wedding will be solmneized
conserva- on Oct. 12 at 7:30 p. m. in the
marketing,
production,
reclub
Homemaker
The Fulton
Office ser- home of the bride-elect's parents.
leased information on various sub- tion etc. The Extension
county, who The Rev. Ira Henderson, pastor
the
in
anyone
ves
meetSeptember
the
jects during
- agriculture and
ing recently with Mrs. A. S. Jtihn- has problems in
is always
There
homemaking.
-to
use,
to
fail
we
often,
Too
ston.
of last year
be learned dur- "Clothing Guideposts"
best advantage, materials that are something new to
were studied and practiced. If so,
ing homemaker club meetings,
available.
_homemakers ave fewer needs in
even on old subjects. Mrs. McLeod
planning the.wardrobe of the famPamphlets were circulated to
the meeting of the Nadiscussed
ily.
members and the two visitors,
Home Demonstration Countional
Mrs. Eugene Moody and Mrs. John
I. Learn—All possible about
cil to be held in Lexington, KenBland, explaining the services
price
fibers, fabrics, finishes,
tucky in August, 1962.
citizens may get from the cooperhomemakers are range, and fashion trends for chilCounty
Fulton
service—Income,
ative extension
Christmas tour of dren's women's and men's clothes.
Money, Plans, Family Relation- planning a
2. Review—Clothing needs of
annual county meetThe
homes.
BetFurnishings,
ships, Housing,
in Fulton at the each member of the family; what
held
be
will
ing
money,
time
of
ter Management
clothes are on hand.
Church in October.
resources and energy, Foods-Nu- Methodist
3. Plan—What garments are
Clothing Guideposts, major pro- needed by each family member;
trition, Clothing, -Young People,
if,
Information on all phases of farm ject for this month, asked
time of year each garment is
needed; approximate cost.
4. Buy—Only after careful
111111111.11I
planning; enough shopping around
to know yours is a wise choice;
with the money available for
clothing shared fairly among the
family members.
5. Keep--Garments in good condition and longer lasting by following care instructions.
Leaders ;said dresses will be
longer this year and that slippers
tend to be less extreme in styles
with more founded toes and lower, larger heels. Complaints has
been registered that tiny heels
AT
damage floors and carpets.
Clothing your family attractively and economically requires time
and effort. To be a wise consumer
and fulfill these requirements, you
will need to keep yourself informed about new fibers and their
characteristics, new finishes and
what can be expected of them, and
improvements in the natural fibers. Necessary, too, is learning
what styles are becoming, which
ones will last, which are shortlived, and which are worth the
money and fit your pocketbook.

KASNOW'S

SLIM
JIMS

In every fabric .. corduroy,
$2.99. wool $2.99 and then
those washable slim Jima for
just . . .

$1.99

There was a good attendance, an
excellent program and a large
agenda of projects for the new
year at the first meeting of the
Terry-Norman P-TA Thursday at
the school.
Highlighting the meeting was a

of the Crutchfield Baptist Church
will, officiate.
The bride-elect is a senior at
Fulton High School and will continue her school after her marriage.
The groom-elect is presently
employed at Henry I. Siegel Co.
in Fulton.
The young couple will make
their home in Fulton.

panel discussion, led by moderator, Mrs. Robert Rudolph and a
panel of six, Mrs. Rodney Miller,
Mrs. W. B. Stokes, Mrs. Jack
Moore, Mrs. J L. Grooms, Mrs.
Glynn Bushart and Mrs. Robert
Wall, which brought out some interesting information on the dis"Commmunication
cussio n,
Through Home and School Relationship".

days in St. Louis last week visiting with a girl friend. She returned home Sunday evening.
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was the 1 vt of th • season of prayer for state missions.

Young Ralph Stroud was honorThe president, Mrs. Lewis Pated on his fifth birthday Sunday
with a party given by his parents, rick, presided over a short busiMr. and Mrs. Austin Stroud at ness session. There were 11 members and two visitors present. The
their home west of town.
meeting was closed with prayer
Children attending were Sherry
by Mrs. Lewis Patrick.
and Paula Morris, Telitha Black,
Gwen Browder, Wilma Cloys,
Vicki Bard, Ralph and Katherine
Stroud. Ginger Gilbert sent a gift
but was unable to attend.
Others attending included Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Morris, Mrs. James
rowder, Mr. and Mrs. James
Browder, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Stroud, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Bard,
Mrs. L. D. Brooks, Mr. and Mrs.
Ira Cloys and the hosts.

WEEKEND SPECIALS
Thursday-Friday-Saturday

Mrs. Joe Gates has returned
from Memphis, where she visited
her daughters, Mrs. Bessie Mae
Vaughan and Mrs. Al Fatheree.
While there she attended the wedding of, her grandson, Albert
Fatheree, Jr., to Donna Smith of
The Fulton Hammon Organ So- Memphis.
ciety held its annual meeting in
"In Thee Our Life Is One", was
the home of Miss Hannah Singleterry in Clinton Tuesday night, the theme of the meeting of the
Paris District of the Woman's SoSept. 19, at 7:30 p. m.
ciety of Christian Service Seminar
Mrs. Lucy Day Bennett, Mrs.
held Wednesday. Sept. 20.
Irby Holder, Mrs. Leland Jewell
Mrs. Goldia Curd, Murray, Disand Mrs. Jewell McClain were
trict Secretary of Missionary Eduhonored with a birthday dinner by
cation, was in charge of the promembers of the Jolly Twelve
gram.
Birthday Club 'Thursday evening
Mrs. Ernest Cardwell of Fulton
at the Derby.
opened the meeting with a deMrs. Simon liolt was hostess for votional. Among the teachers
the occasion and a tasty dinner were Mrs. J. L. Leggett and Mrs.
was enjoyed. The club presented M. Nall of Fulton.
each of the honored guests with a
birthday gift.
The American Legion Auxiliary
Following the dinner, toe guests met Tuesday night at 7:15 at the
were invited to Mrs. Molt's home Legion Hall. Mrs. Phil Parker and
for games. Birthday cake was ser- Mrs. James Needham were hostesses.
ved.
Legionaires were special guests.
A large crowd was present at A delightful musical program was
the South Fulton P-TA's family presented by a local quartet. Mrs.
Frank LeMaster had charge of the
night supper Thursday night.
The executive committee met program. A business session was
at 6:30 and discussed the purchase held at the beginning of the meetof curtains for the stage The vote ing.
was brought before the P-TA
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Martin
members and it was voted 100
percent to buy the curtain. The and children, Tommy and CharP-TA would like to have dona- lotte left Monday for Vicksburg,
tions from anyone interested in Miss., to make their home. Mr.
Martin was recently transferred
helping to dress up the stage.
Any former student who wishes to Vicksburg by the I. C. Railto donate may call Mrs. Kathryn road.
Thompson, home ec teacher, Mrs.
The Nell Hardy W. M. U. of
Oden Fowler, president, Mrs. H.
W. Connaughton, or any member Crutchfield Baptist Church met
for its regular meeting on Sept. 14
of the P-TA.
at the church. The program, enMrs. Don Holder spent several titled "Make Straight a Highway",

Values — Savings
Consistently
YOUR V STORE
Vegetable & Fruit Bin
3/4 Peck Size
May Be Used Single or
Multiple Units. Stackeble.

1.49 Value

Asst. Styles and
Trim. While Only.
Sizes 4 to 14.

Viscose Cut Pile Rug
Solid Border,
Tweed Center.
Foam Rubber
Backing.
24" o45.

1iRI1T OF THE

LOOM

PILLOW COVER-ETTE

ALL PURPOSE
WOOL
SKIRTS

ENROLLS IN SCHOOL
Miss Ann Pritchard, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George Pritchard of
Evansville has enrolled at the
Baptist Hospital for Nurse's Training. She is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Locke of Fulton.

Fruit of the Loom Zippared Pillow Cover. Fits
All Standard Sirs Pillows.

76

THROW COVERS

At Kasnow's low price you
can have a closet full of
lovely wool skirts in every
shade and pattern, only

Washabla, Pre-Shrunk
Asst. Colors.

1.19 Value

$2.99
Beautiful
Life Like
Plastic Plant.

Asst. Colors.

LEATHERETTE
JACKETS
Get a Leatherette Jacket to
match those skirts 'n shirts
and they're just right for
these cool days. only

Lash Proof. Rust
Proof. Light to lift
Built in Handles.
15 Qt. Capacity.

$8.98
LONG SLEEVE
BLOUSES

Land 'N' Sea Ladies' Blouses

You'll have the right long
sleeve blouse for the right
ensemble when you take advantage of these specials at

IN HEAVY BARK CLOTH THAT WEARS AND
WEARS AND WASHES TOO!
IN SOLIDS AND PRINTS

$1.99

WINTER
COATS

.00
20
$

60 x 72
72 x 90
72 x 108
72x 124

How can you beat this price

for a good looking winter
coat that's durable and good
looking, ion!
Oa.

$2.99
$3.99
$4.99
$5.99

$166

Roll-Up Sleeves,
Cotton.
Asst. Fashion
Colors and Styles.
Sizes 32 to 38

Poly Plastic. AntiSplash Lip, Easy
Grip. II Qt. Sin.

SEAMLESS HOSE 2 Pr. $1.00

KASNOW'S
LAKE ST.

FULTON,KY.

alioFiatStoms
Lake Street

Fulton. Ky.

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 25c STORE

Virginia Austin
Burned Wednesday

1, 1961

OL

Mrs. Virginia Austin of Carr
Street, a nurse at Hillview Hospital, was badly burned Wednesday morning when her nylon
gown caught fire from a gas cooking stove.
Mrs. Austin received second de-

ighter of
chard of
at the
's Trainighter of
of Ful-

gree burns on her back from the
waist up, under her left arm and
On her left hand. Her hair was
burned in the back.
The local nurse was putting water on the stove to heat for coffee,
when the accident occurred. She
was home alone and put out the
fire .herself.
Mrs. Austin called her sister-inlaw, Mrs. Janes Butts, who took

LS
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'WINS AWARD!
Burnette Tractor Company, local dealer for Clay Equipment
Corp., serving the Fulton, Kenltucky area, has been named as a
member of the Clay "400" Club,
an organization of outstanding
ountry

tmliti have distinguished themselve
in the sales, installation and ser
vice of Clay "Pushbutton" fan.
equipment, '
HAS OPERATION
Holder underwei ,
surgery at Hillview Hospital Tue
da; p

Mrs. Don

SUPER RIGHT—FULLY COOKEU

SemilonelessHAMS

lay

ue

POULTRY TEAM COMPETES
South Fulton's poultry team will
compete at the Mid-South Fair in
Memphis Friday. The team members are Linda Rogers, Linda
Thorpe, Jenny and Anna Hardy.
The team is coached by B. A.
Ross of Browder's Mill, South
Fulton.
her to Hillview Hospital for treatment.

Whole Or Half

9'

NO
8to 12) SL ICES
Lb.
REMOVED iUe

IL

U. S. Gov't. Inspected Top Quality

whole
LB.

cut-up
LB 25c

FRYING
CHICKENS
U.S. GOV'T INSPECTED

Mr. and Mrs. James Faulkner

Miss Almeda Todd Is Married To
James Faulkner At Union City
Miss Almeda Jean Todd, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. Leonard
Todd fo Union City, became the
bride of James Jordan Faulkner,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Faulkner,
of South Fulton, in a beautiful
ceremony performed at the Exchange Street Church of Christ,
Union City on Saturday, August
26.
The vows were read by Randall
Jernigan of Little Rock, Richard
McGowan was soloist. The wedding marches were hummed by a
quintet featuring Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Joe Moore of Columbia,
S. C., Miss Ann Sedberry, Miss
Carolyn Virgin and Richard McGowan of Union City.
The bride, escorted down the
aisle by her father, wore a beautiful gown of white silk organza
fashioned with a scooped neckline and short sleeves. The bodice
of white Alencon lace was trimmed with beads and pearls. Miniature satin button secured the
bodice. The full skirt, which burst
into fullness from a natural waistline, was accented by clusters of
beads and pearls. A chapel train
cascaded from the waistline. Her
bouffant finger tip veil of illusion
fell from a tiara of simulated
pearls and sequins, fashioned by
her grandmother, Mrs. J. H. Todd
of Jackson. She wore tiny pearl
earrings and a necklace, a gift of
the groom. A bridal bouquet was
of white roses encircled by lilies
of the valley, white caladium

and white satin

le,ves
ribbons.
Serving as maid of honor was
Miss Isl.incy Todd, sister of the
bride. Mrs. Randy Neill, sister of
the bride, served as matron-ofhonor.
Bridesmaids were Miss Helen
Kidwell and Miss Martha King.
Junior bridesmaids were Miss
Carol Anne Todd, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard M. Todd and
niece of the bride and Miss Phyllis
Faulkner, sister of the groom.
Attending Mr. Faulkner as best
man was his father, Ben Faulkner.
Serving as ushers were Leonard
H. Todd, brother of the bride, Ray
Ferguson, uncle of the groom and
Leon (Bo) Faulkner, cousin of the
groom.
Acolytes were Steve Neill, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Randy Neill,
Charles Todd, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard M. Todd, nephews of the
bride. Little Terry Todd, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard M. Todd,
nephew of the bride, was the ring
bearer..
Following the ceremony, a beautifully planned reception was held
in the annex of the church.
Following the reception, the
couple left on a wedding trip to
Kentucky Lake.
They are making their home in
Martin, where Mrs. Faulkner will
attend UTMB as a junior in
Home Economics and Mr. Faulkner will work at Fry's Auto Parts
in South Fulton.

CHICKEN PARTS
WHOLE
*Ith
Plart RID
ati•chrd

Breast
Whole Legs
Wings
Gizzards
Backs Lb. 15c

Lb. 49c
Lb. 39c
Lb 29c
Lb. 35c
Necks Lb. 10c

Turkeys 8 To 10-Lb.
Lb. 63c Hams Ready To Serve
Leg 0 Lamb
CANNED
Lamb Chops,t7LIL 79c
Super
Sq.
Cut
Lamb Roast Shldr.. Lb.39C Wieners
Lamb Breast
15c
Ground Lamb Lb 45c Fish Fillets :I ck or
Inspected

LAMB SALE!

OVEN READY

(Continued /ram page ane)
MARTIN DOWNS FULTON
Martin, Tenn., scoring in every
quarter, defeated the Fulton Bulldogs 26-12 here Friday night.
Both of the Fulton touchdowns
came on passes thrown to Don
urnett and Kenneth Allen.
Fulton6ethpa ....oinmentB1 — ee
7 6 7 6-28
Martin
Fulton
6 0 0 6-12

STARLITE

(2.Lb.
Pkg.

Cap'n John

Save On A&Ps Fresh Fruits & Vegetables
vs NO 1 INDIANA

Potatoes25 v:-g69' Peaches
Alln
Cake Mixes
14 Hi-C Drink or,e
Bananas

eties
nVpaargie

2
3

A REAL VALUE!

49c

Pkgs

Except Angle Food

Or
Fruit Punch

Lb.

Lb.

29-0z.
Cons

a aSilviceesd
O
lornH

46-0z.
Cans

95c
49t

Tokay Grapes
Lb. 144 lex°
Sweet Yams ...3 lbs. 33c Metrecal t',.ifeeVtFCoorntrol
)6
r
34c6fnz.89c Peanut Butter,Save 10c) Jar 1.-1C
California
Tomato Juice
6 37; Grape
Pears Bartlett
Jfa._
Cans
100 Eva p. Milk
Jelly
I'a

7c Off) Qt.
Bottle
( Deal

re
'
'
e 013)11I
1:I
V8
ewgPest )

8..ch. S149
1
Cans

Save
10c

Ann Page 2-1-Oz.

y

For

Stokely
324),kPagerin

BEAUTIFUL

SWISS WATCHES
BY HERLIN

195

HOSPITAL NEWS

The following person
were
patients in the Fulton Hospitals
on Wednesday morning.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. T. C. McClain, Ed Henderson, Sarah Linton, Mrs. Wayne
Hawks and baby, Lynetta Johnson,
Mrs. Robert Davis and baby all
of Fulton; Mrs. Don Holder, South
Fulton; Billy Clark, and James
Hickman, Fulton Route 2; Mrs.
DRIVE. IN
Harold Casey, Dukedom; Mrs.
Fulton-Union City Highway
William Morris, Water Valley
Route 2; Mrs. Bobby Curtin and
WED. THUR. FRI.
Elizabeth Martin both of Cayce;
Sept. 20, 21, 22
Mrs. Dempsey Barber, Clinton;
Starts at 8:55
James Lee, Martin; Mrs. Cecil
OF
Robey, Martin, Route 3.
THE PRIVATE LIVES
ADAM and EVE
JONES HOSPITAL
with
Mrs. Ida Craig,' Mrs. Claudie
and
Wheeler, Mrs. H. L. Hardy, GrovMickey Rooney
er Dallas, Joe Gambill, Mrs. EdMamie Van Doren
7:00
gar
Starts
at
Also
Harrison, Mrs. Hermon Grissom and baby all of Fulton; Mrs.
THE PHAROAH'S WOMAN
Clarence Dudley, Greenfield.
with
Linda Cristal
FlULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Peggy Bragg, Joy Fagan,
SATURDAY, SEPT. 23
Mrs. Charles Pawlukiewicz, Mrs.
Triple Feature Program
Rosa Smith, Mrs. Grady Brown,
Starts at 8:40
Lee Ella Lowe, Mrs. Verna DeCAROLINA
THUNDER IN
Myer, W. P. Burnette, Mrs. Carol
with
Lonoey all of Fulton; Mrs. Sam
Calhoun
Rory
McDaniel Fulton, Route 2; Mrs.
Also Starts at 7:00
J. W. King and Louis Burke both
HILLS
NAKED
THE
of Fulton, Route 3; Carolyn Cunwith
ningham, Dukedom; Alice Taylor,
David Wayne
Dukedom, Route 1; Mrs. Leonard
10:05
at
Starting
Also
Duke, and Mrs. E. W. McMorris
COME DANCE WITH ME
both Water Valley, Route 1; Norwith
man Rickman, Water Valley,
Bridgit Bardot
Route 2; Mrs. Frank Mooney, Mrs.
A SHETLAND PONY WILL BE Rupert Hornsby, W. J.
Moses all
GIVEN AWAY TONIGHT
of Hickman; Brenda Watson,
Crutchfield; Mrs. P. M. Roberts,
SUN. MON. and TUES.
Union City, Tennessee; Mrs. Fred
Sept. 24, 25, 26
O'Neal, Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Crooks,
Starts at 7:50
J. D. Gore, Mrs. T. T. Ward, Mrs.
WILD IN THE COUNTRY
R. T. Henley, Mrs. Annie Pharis
with
all of Clinton; Mrs. Will Reed,
Elvis Presley
Martin, Route 3; Mrs. Laura WilAlso Starts at 7:00
son, Sharon, Tennessee.
Giant Kartoon Karnival

Can

Right
Skinless

Educational Value Book No. 1... 49c
For The Entire Family All Others 99c Ea.

Pie ( 16c

Qt.
CLEANER.. Bottle
(Self)Plain
Rising 10-Lb.
Bag
99e
Ball
touth Pts. 133 Qts 155
WideSeal
Vac
Dos I
Doz. I
Caps
TOOTH 3,2-0z.
PASTE. Tube

69c
97c

Handy Andy
Flour
Fruit Jars
Colgate

390 Swiss CHEESE Lb 59c
American 8-0z.
37g
Or
Cheese Pimento., 29c
2
KRAFT SLICED

, Lb
Loaves

Danish Ring (
Cookies

Save

Pkg.

fcierlecl,m.( Lightly

29c Butter Sweet
2 Pkgs.45c Ice Cream

)Lb.

) Ea

Jane Parker
Marshmallow

69c

Gal. Er,
Elijb

Marvel
All Flavors

Ctn.

KRAFTS LIQUID DRESSINGS
FRENCH OR MIRACLE8-oz. Bot.27(
8.02. Bottle 37c
37(
ITALIAN
Bottle
8-oz.
35c
oz.
sot 39c
...16-0z. Bottle 43c
ROKA BLUE CHEESE g

CATALINA
CASINO
RENCH

.B-Oz. Bottle

FULTON, KY.

LAKE ST.

23

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., SEPT

uC Tube 690

On Sale /

Ea.

JANE PARKER—Made With Buttermilk

•

LADIES OR MEN — 6 STYLES — BEAUTIFULLY BOXED

Books l-2-3-4
Now

WISCONSIN AGED

JANE PARKER PINEAPPLE

Bread
Plus Federal Tax And
39.95 In Cash
Register Tapes

z 141.1-0z. in
7C
0

White
House

KNOWLEDGE
THE GOLDEN TREASURY OF

16
MAGNIFICENT
VOLUMES

Save'

BOTH TEAMS—

8 Lb. $539
49c
970
1-Lb.
- Pkg. 39c
4 89c

Southern Star

Lb

21c

Lb

u.uv

THE GREAT ATLANTIC 8. PACIFIC TEA

4zgr. 41Ic
Palmolive Soap
Lg.
Fab Detergent 2°F:i - 32 77

COMPANY, INC.

tood Stores
AMIRICA'S DIPINDMILI.I000

minnow MtASO

5t

Mac's
Barbecue
PORK 1 BEEF
Pt 79° p, 89°

Pillsbury
Flour

Liptons
Instant Tea
3-0z. nre
Jar 7

Scott Tissue

Florient

All

Lux Liquid

Ajax

DEODORANT

CONDENSED DETERGENT

DETERGENT

CLEANSER

24-0x sil9t
Pkg. .)

12-05.11r0 2205.63*
Can
Can 471Q

21:: 31*

Good Luck
Bollards Obelisk
Margarine
Flour
39c if gfe, I 1c-Ltnb
Plain
L
b.
Bell
(Rising)
5 Bag
27°
/ Deal 1
'.e
6-0x. .750
Can

i

WHITE OR COLORS

4 ..„. 53°

i

Self g)C

/

55c

lir

PL
Ia
bl it 540

Bag
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Mcr. were here and also, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Rickman and son
Mrs. Carey Frields • Bobby. A nice noon day meal was
enjoyed by all
The new home of Mr. and Mrs.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Vorks, a stalwart lad at Hillview Jackie Warren is nearing complelospital the past week. Both tion. It will soon be ready for ocnother and babe are doing nicely, cupancy.
nd congratulations are in order.
Mrs. Herschel Maxey and her
Mr. Velva Hawks, Jr., left to-'mother, Mrs. Sue Foy of Martin
ay
Murray State College visited here last Wednesday with
vhere he enters as a freshman. the T. C. and Clyde Johnson fam'elva is a member of the gradu- ilies.
Mrs. J. T. Puckett is a patient in
tion class of Palmersville High,
•lass of '59 and the only son of the Baptist hospital in Memphis
Ir. and Mrs. Velva Hawks, Sr. where she underwent major surgMrs. Florence Cook remains in ery Saturday and reports from her
serious condition at the home of bedside are that she is getting a,er daughter, Mrs. Edith McClain long as well as expected, so getiear here. The aged lady is suf- well wishes are extended by her
ering from a broken hip sustain- many friends here.
Miss Judy Mitchell, Paducah
r1 in a fall three weeks ago and
vas a patient in the Obion Coun- left last week for U. K. where she
y Hospital for two Weeks. Her enters as a sophomore. She is majoring in home economics, and she
•hildren are at the bedside.
Rev. James Holt filled his regu- is the granddaughter of Mr. and
"PRETTIEST GIRL ON MT STAFF" was Goy. Bert Combs'
description of Miss Lee Willis Grigsby of Bardstown, "Miss
Er appointment at New Salem Mrs. Frields.
Kentucky" for 1961, when he presented her a commission as a
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. McClain will
aptist Church the past . Sunday
colonel. The presentation was made at the amphiKentucky
observe
t both the morning worship at
their golden wedding on
theatre at My Old Kentucky Home State Shrine, site of the
'1 A. M. and the evening service next Sunday September 24 at their
outdoor musical drama, "The Stephen Foster Story." Miss
home on West State Line in Ful,eld at 8 P. M.
Grigsby had her own gift for the Governor—ft recording of
A week ago on Sunday Sept. 5 ton, Kentucky from 2 to 5 P. M.
music from the play autographed by the entire cast.
and
invited
all
friends
and rela
he Grover True family held their
•imily reunion at the True home. tives. All the children will be
home
for
the
occasion.
Mr. McIr. and Mrs. Ralph True and son
Danny, Mr. and Mrs. H. R. True Clain is a retired school teacher
nd son, who live near St. Louis, and farmer of this area and all
friends extend congratulations to
them on this special occasion.
Sam, Scotland—After 35 happy
have ,
omipleie Stocks
Se pt. 8 A robot
Pitt:elan
Miss Janice Hawks, a student of
the West Tennessee Business Col- brain failed its first test at North years, 71-year-old John Logic
lege of Jackson spent the week- Allegheny High School, so 800 took a doctor's advice and moved
end here with her parents Mr. and pupils have an extra few days of out of his cave home on the lonely
shores of Luce Bay.
tor HOME and FARM
Mrs. Velva Hawks, Sr.
vacation.
Machines
Mrs. Grover True has been inHe moved into the cave after
The pupils were sent home until
disposed the past week suffering next
Monday after a computer quarreling with his landlady over
BENNETT ELECTRIC from
a siege of red throat, how- failed
to produce class schedules his late hours.
FIONE 2.01
FULTON ever she is improved after some for the new term. School officials
medical care.
said the schedules will be drawn
ATTEND CHURCEI SUNDAY

Organization Of Recreation Completed

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

Robot Brain Fails,

.800 Pupils Go Home

Man Leaves Cave
After 35-Year Stay

Davtnn V-Belts

BARTON'S IS
NOW IN ITS
38th YEAR

WHEN IN MAYFIELD
Pay Us A Visit And

The Between The Lakes National Recreation Area Association
completing its formal organization
at Kentucky Lake State Park
agreed
to
promote the development of the area "in keeping
with the interests of the people
within and near Barkley and Kentucky lakes in Kentucky and Tennessee."
The organization named Smith
Broadbent Jr., Cadiz business man
and president of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, as head of
the new organization, adopted articles of incorporation and set up
a board of directors.
Broadbent, at the beginning of
the meeting, said that he was opposed to the formation of a national park in the area, but that
he was for a national recreation
area.
He explained that the formation
of a park would be "to create a
wilderness." A recreation area, he
explained, would provide more facilities for the use of the people.
While supporting a plan to
make the area the outstanding
recreation center in the nation,
the association also came out solidly for the development of private
business with a minimum disturbance to the people who now live
in the proposed recreation area
boundaries.
The 11-point list of "purposes"
of the organization as adopted at
the meeting follow:
1. Promote a program of na-

tional recreation area development in keeping with the interests
of the people within and near
Barkley and Kentucky lakes in
Kentucky and Tennessee.
2. Support all efforts to take
advantage of natural resources,
beauty and water in the area.
3. To make the area the outstanding recreation center of the
nation.
4. To be a united voice for supporting or opposing efforts relating to the general and common
interests of the area.
5. To work for development of
private business in the area, with
minimum disturbances to those
who make their livelihood and
have their homes in the area.
6. Support private development
along major roadways properties
and lands within existing towns
and community centers and present and future shorelines of the
lakes.
7. To promote the financial
benefit of the people of the area
together with other investors, including individual and government
agencies.
8. Promote a close working relationship between state and national agencies in promoting a state
park on the eastern side of Lake
Barkley in keeping with developments on the western side of Kentucky Lake.
9. To promote construction and
developmedt of cottages, residences and business houses within

Men's Wear
There's no guess work
when you buy at

BARTON'S
Southside Of The Square
MAYFIELD

THE BESTIN MEN'S WEAR:
MCGREGOR sportswear for men—most outstanding and biggest line of sweaters, shirts, jackets,
corduroy suits. We have a big line of KNOX and
CHAMP hats—MANHATTAN dress shirts, underwear and pajamas—JARMAN shoes, HICKOK
belts and jewelry.

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for • formula like this
extra potency to support• positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It presides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

41••••••

1

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

Call Ds To Save
Money On Repairs

THE NEWS welcomes expressions from its readers. Such
items mu.,t be signed but
name will be omitted from
publication if requested.
Sept. 7, 1961

SERVICE

Editors, The News:
I would like for you to know
just how much I think your writeup in the News has helped Chapel
Hill cemetery. We had a lot of
nice contributions coming in from
other States, such as California
and Ohio, too. Thank you so
much.
Mrs. Mae Warren
September 8, 1961
THE SALVATION ARMY
Captain and Mrs. Fred A. McClure
Commanding Officers

Antennas tratalled

Roper Television
30E Main Street

Work together!

Phone 307

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 Years

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling

Please excuse the belated note
of apreciation and gratitude for
the very lovely steak dinner you
served Ed Leech and myself on
our way to the Yale School of
Special Studies.
I have been trying to get in
touch with Ed Leech but he has
been on vacation, and was finally
able to get your name and address
from John Cox. The dinner was
lovely and the fellowship certainly was refreshing and inspirational. I was certainly pleased to see
the civic mindedness displayed by
both of you, and I know that the
influence you have will be used to
great advantage to the lovely city
of Fulton.
I hope I will have the opportunity to see you both again, and
if our paths should cross, I know
it will be an enjoyable occasion.
Gob bless you.
Sincerely yours,
Fred A. McClure
Captain

A satisfied customer is our
best testimoniaL That is
why we give you fast. efficient. technical service and
low rates on TV repairs. It
all adds-up to saving yes
rnenev!

REPAIR

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

Dear Friends:

See our big new lines of

the area.
10. Foster and promote high
standards of construction and development within the area.
11. To receive gifts, sell and dispose of personal and real property
In Kentucky and Tennessee.

FI7LTON
CALL 12

J. B. MANESS & SONS

GTIELD:
AD 5-2295

Greenfield, Tenn.

The Public
.. is cordially invited to attend the formal opening of the new
office of the

JACKSON PURCHASE
PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION
27 Clinton Street
Hickman, Kentucky

FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 22

Feed Your Hogs

between the hours of 10:00 A. M. and 3:30 P. M.

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

FAVORS AND DOOR PRIZES AWARDED

With Your Home
Grown Grain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky.

• John P. Wilson
Field Office Manager
• Mrs. Kenneth Guess
Field Office Clerk
• Parnell Garrigan
Fulton County Director

•

$1,000,000w
CAN'T BUY A BETTER BOURBON

tq HEAVEN HILL
Eirrof
8owarroe!
Kott4Sey
Coal
•
D. TILLED AND BOTTLED is

HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC., SANDSTOWN,

4 55
5215
PINT
FIFTH
90 Proof, 6 years old
NELSON COUNTS. KENTUCKY
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• NEW HOPE NEWS •PIERCE STATION
Mrs. Charles Lowe •

By Mrs. Elmer Walston
Mr. and Mrs. James Pittman and
family of Paducah spent last weekend with his sister and aunt, Mrs.
Mildred Latta.
Saturday night supper guests in
the home of Mrs. Mildred Latta
were Mrs. Sue Lamb, Mr. and Mrs.
James Pittman, all of Paducah;
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Richie and family, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Latta
and daughter Rena, all of Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Latta,
Mr. and Mrs. William Pittman of
Fulton, Route 1.
Mr. Gerald Thompson of Harvard, Illinois is spending a two
week vacation with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Thompson an
sister Barbara.
Mr. Jim Newport and son Robert of Whittier, California visited
his mother and grandmother, Mrs.
Earl Williams and Mr. Williams
several days this week. They are
on the way to Chicago where Robert will enter medical school.
Wednesday dinner guests in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston were Jim and Robert Newport, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie McClannahan.
David Lynn Howell and James
Willard Haynes left Sunday for
Murray to enter Murray State College. David Lynn will major in
Engineering and James Willard in
Agriculture.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cooley,
Granger, Indiana visited her brother Percy Rollins, who is seriously ill in Nashville, Tennessee.
Others making the trip from here
were Mrs. John B. Sanders and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hudson.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cooley
spent Saturday night with his sister, Mrs. Fred Hudson and Mr.
Hudson.
Mrs. Tenny McWhorter entered
the Clinton-Hickman County Hospital Friday. She is improving as
well as can be expected and we
hope she will soon be back home.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Johnson
visited Mrs. Vera Jobe and son
Leroy Sunday afternoon.
Sunday night supper guests in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Hudson were Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Aldridge and children Dee Ann
and Tim; Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Aldridge, all of Clinton.

Rev. Caldwell of Martin filled
the pulpit at Johnson's Grove
Sunday and Sunday night in the
absence of the pastor, Rev. Wraren Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. DeMyer returned to their home in Lansing.
Michigan after a weeks visit with
relaitves here.
Mr. and Mrs. John Matthews
spent Friday visiting relatives in
Newburn, Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bennett
and Mr. and Mrs. Horace Bennett
and little granddaughter of Huntnigdon, Tennesesee spent last
Tuesday with Bro. Homer Bennett at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. Edd Hay. Mr. Bennett went
home with them for a few days
visit and to attend a revival at
his home church.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hodges of
Lansing and Mrs. Edna Allen of
Pilot Oak were visitors in Pierce
last Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem spent
Sunday with relatives near Martin.
Mrs. Myrtle Orleans has returned from the Weakley County Hospital in Martin and is improving
slowly.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rogers, Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Lowe, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Rogers, Mr. and Mrs.
William Greer, Dennis and Pamela, Harold Rogers and Mrs. Mattie Rogers spent •Sunday in the
picnic area of Reelfoot lake. The
occasion being Mrs. Rogers birthday. They were joined by Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Alfred of Dyersburg.
A bountiful lunch was enjoyed at
the noon hour. Mrs. Rogers nad
Harold went to Dyersburg with
the Alferds for a visit.
Mrs. Raymond Lowery of Providence, Kentucky spent the weekend with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Riley Smith.
Mrs. Maggie Cape has returned
from a 10 day vacation spent in
dfiferent parts of Florida.
Mrs. Mattie Renfro has returned from a visit with her daughter Mrs. Virgil Green and Mr.
Green near Mayfield.
The average out-of-state car on
Kentucky roads travels 190 miles
in the state.

NEVER A DULL MOMENT

Fulton Girls Chosen To Attend
Eastern Star
Freshman Camp At DuPont Lodge Officers Named
Miss Mary Lynn Bushart, 407
3rd Street, Fulton, and Miss
Frances Speight, 313 4th Street,
Fulton, were among the one hundred and twenty new University
of Kentucky freshmen chosen to
attend a special Freshman Camp
held at DuPont Lodge in Cumberland Falls State*Park on September 8 through 10.

Freshman Camp activities include, among other things, panel
discussions, talks by University
Participants in the three-day officials and student leaders, and
program were selected on the basis a number social functions.
of their academic and leadership
The purpose of the Freshman
abilities as reported by their high
Camp, sponsored by the UK
school principals.
YMBC and YWCA is to acquaint
The program began at 8:30 those students with the most
A. M. Friday, at the UK campus in promising leadership abilities with
Lexington with a welcoming ad- their role and responsibilities in
dress by President Frank G. Dick- the University community.

ROY ACUFF

ROCK SPRING NEWS
By Nettle Lee Copelen

One Person Killed; Four Others
Injured In Two - Car Collision
One person was killed and four
others were injured in a two-car
collision Sunday afternoon at 3:25
three miles north of Fulton at the
junction of Highways 94 and 307.
Vester Hatchet, 79, of Martin,
Tenn., who was thrown from one
of the cars involved, was killed in
the accident. His body was taken
to the W. W. Jones Funeral Home
at Martin.
The injured are: Charlie Hatchel, 57, of Martin, driver of one of
the automobiles and son of the
dead man, who was a patient at
the Weakley County Hospital at
Martin, Tenn. He received cuts
and abrasions. He was thrown
from the car through a barbwire
fence. His wife, Thelma, 53, who
was only slightly injured, was
also admited as a patient at the
Martin hospital.
Mrs. Estelle Dobson, 68, owner

of the Dobson Department Store
at Hickman and her chauffeur,
William J. 'Moses, 51, colored of
Hickman, were taken to Fulton
Hospital in Fulton.
Mrs. 'Dobson suffered from a
small cut on her head, bruises and
abrasions. She was dismissed from
the hospital Monday morning.
Moses suffered from chest and
back injuries, it was reported.
Alvie Davis, 47, of Martin. Route
3, a passenger in the Hatchet car,
and Everette Giles 47.'of Hickman,
Route 3, passenger in the Dobson
'
car, were not injured in the collision.
According to Kentucky State
Policeman Jean Smith of Fulton,
who
investigated,
apparently
Moses ran a stop sign, causing the
accident. The Dobson car was
traveling West on Highway 94
and the Hatchel vehicle was

Mr. and Mrs. John Sanders spent
awhile Sunday night with Mrs.
Ella Veatch.
Mrs. Carl Bell is on the sick list.
Mratha and Maire Copeland and
Kay Bradley attended a show at
Fulton Sunday afternoon.
Philip Elliott spent a few days
this week with Mr. and Mrs. Herman Elliott.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and Mrs.
Ella Veatch spent awhile Tuesday
morning with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Walston,
Mrs. Thelma Dillon visited Marshal and -Johnie Moore Wednesday.
John Elliott visited Mr. arid-NITS.
A. E. Green for awhile Saturday
morning.
Mrs. Pearl Cooper spent Saturday night and Sunday with Mr.
nad Mrs. Herman Elliott.

COMING
TO

FUL TON
SATURDAY

OCTOBER 21
South Fulton Gym
7:30 P. M.
TICKETS NOW ON SALE
By Fulion Shrine Club

ADMISSION
$1.00 GEN. ADM.

$1.50 RESERVED

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

2117 Commeieell

!Thee- 58

JAMES HAZELWOOD
—Slip Covers; scat cover
—Upholstering (all kindk
modern and antique
— Draperies
—Awnirezs, tarpaulir.

.411P
1 e
I zit

Swift Prem. Proten

Fresh Ground Several Times Daily

Swift'
Premi
BEE

GROUND BEEF 3 Lbs. 95c

CHUCK ROAST
23c
19c

DIXIE LB.
BELLE BOX

LIBBY'S
CHICKEN
BEEF
TURKEY

BIG
.
.. ".51$.
.
Formerly U-Tote-Em

Watches. Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost
by—

S. P. MOORE 13C CO.

BACON . . . 5 Lb. $1.19

. AIM
FOOD STORES

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

To blow up rivals, here's your
fuse: Advertise more in The News.

STEAK Center Cut Lb. 99c

MEAT PIES
BABY FOOD

Work together:

UAL KILLEBREW

3 CAN BALLARD
OR
PILLSBURY

"THE KING ...
... OF COUNTRY MUSIC"

A Texas Gas helicopter landing
at the Park Terrac eSiiturday afternoon caused quite a commotion.
The pilot, Dan Cunningham of
Austin, Texas, radioed to Mrs. P.
D. Blaylock, an employe of the
Park Terrace, on the short-wave
radio in the car of one of the Texas Gas employes asking permission
to land there.
When the big helicopter came
down people from all over the
area came to see what was going
on.

End & Pieces Sliced

CRACKERS

The first meeting of the West
Fulton P-TA will be held Thursday at 3 p. m. in the Farm Room
at the school.
An interesting and infromative
program, a panel discussion, entitled "This Is Your School" will
be presented by a moderator and
six panel members. W. L. Holland, 'superintendent of schools,
whl be the moderator. Participating on the panel will be J. M.
Martin, principal, Charles Thomas,
Carr Elementary principal, Mrs.
M. L. Herrin. West Fulton P-TA
member, and the following grade
school teachers, Mrs. James W.
White, Miss Mary Forsee, and
Harmon Pierce.

traveling Sduth on Highway 307.
Both vehicles were badly damNo Pimp*
Maras Irmo
aged.
William .1. Moses was charged
qow down payment
.
'
Tuesday morning with "manand it.rsy Terms inaaP
slaughter with an automobile".
BENNETT ELECTRIC
according to police officials.

PICNIC HAMS

Roy Acuff

Helicopter Lands
At Park Terrace

Swift Prem. Proten Sirloin

Ribs. Lb. 79c

West Fulton P-TA
Has First Meeting

A former Fulto.nian, Commander
Joseph W. Beadles, Jr., USN, of
Foster Village, Honohilu has became executive officer of the Pearl
Harbor Submarine Base. lie is the
son of Mrs. Vivian Hall Beadles
of Fulton and a brother of Mrs.
J. D. Hales of this city.
He will fill the post vacated
July 16 when Captain D. E. Bunting USN, was ordered to the Industrial College of the Armed
Forces in Washington, D. C.

THE SIGN OF TENDER BEEF
STEAK

WITH

The newly leected officers of th
Fulton City Chapter No. 41, Order
of the Eastern Star are as follows:
Mrs. John Hancock, Worthy
Matron; Frank LeMaster, Worthy
Patron; Mrs. Frank LeMaster, Associate Matron; Phil Parker, Associate Patron; Mrs. Verna 120,
11Myer,
Secretary; Mrs.
Bill Holland,
Treasurer; Mrs. Floyd Dedmon,
Conductress; and Mrs. Marianne
Long, Associate Conductress.
Installation is
scheduled for
Sept. 26 at 7:30 p. rm at the Masonic Temple.

ey. The grout, then toured the
University before
leaving for
Cumberland Falls. Two days later
(Sunday) they returned to the
campus to begin the regular
freshman orientation program.

Joe Beadles Named
Executive Officer

SWIFT PREM
PROTEN
BLADE CUT LB

SWIFT PREM.
FULLY COOKED
LB.

ICE CREAM
APPLE SAUCE

6
HEINZ
STRAINED

SWIFT
1-2 GAL.

MONARCH 2
8 oz. CANS

59c
29c

ouncePies

jar 10c

Look What 5c Will Do In
Your Favorite Big-Valu. Food Stores

Radishes
Cabbage
Potatoes

FANCY 8 OZ. CELLO
Scarlet Globes
Per Pkg.
FRESH &
GREEN
SELECTED
WASHED RED

5c
LB.
5c
LB. 5c

Welcome to our visitors!

DERBY RESTAURANT

Twin Cities Welcome Circuit Assembly
Of Jehovah's Witnesses Now In Session

AND

REBEL STORE

Welcome, Jehovah's Witnesses!

FULTON PLAZA COURT
Air-conditioned; TV, phones, radios.
Highlands

Nice gifts!

—

—

Fulton

Highways 51, 45-W
Phone 294

Serving 6: am to 12: pm

Fulton extends a hearty welcome!

Welcome to Fulton!

PUCKETT'S SERVICE STATION

MBY'S FASHION SHOP
R. G. CLARK

"Standard" products

Open 24 hours a day
East 4th Street

Fulion

Welcome, Jehovah's Witnesses!

ADAMS MOTEL
AAA
Located on US 51-45 by-pass
Air conditioning
TV in every room
Across from Derby Restaurant
Highlands

Phone 722

Enjoy your stay in Fulton!

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
24-hour ambulance service
Courteous, dependable service
302 Carr Street

Phone 7

Welcome to Fulton and to

SOUTHSIDE DRUG COMPANY
Prescriptions

125 E. State Line

"Choose your druggist as you would your doctor"

Welcome to Fulton!
"GE" Heating—Air conditioning—Weathertron

Campbell Air Conditioning
And Heating Co.
A. G. Campbell

JACK WALLACE

R. G. SANDERS

Courteous service

Dresden, Tenn: Phone 4263

"The Best in Fashions"
Over 700 delegates to Fulton's
first circuit assembly of Jehovah's
Witnesses will convene at the Kitty League Ball Park Friday evening, September 22 for a weekend
program of Bible instruction and
fellowship. Many residents of the
Fulton community will receive
'personal invitations to attend the
meetings when the Witnesses engage in their house to house ministry. Talks, demonstrations and
songs will develop the assembly
theme, "Assist One Another to Do
God's Will." This theme has been
drawn from phophetic Psalm 40
verse eight.
Release of the assembly program discloses of full weekend of
activity commencing Friday evening at 6:45 when V. A. Harriman,
presiding minister of the Fulton
congregation, leads the group in
singing "Jehovah God, My Shepherd", a muscial rendition of the
23rd Psalm. Delegates from all
over the circuit will relate experiences under Mr. Harriman's direction. Then the song, "Love's
More Excellent Way" from 1 Corinthans 13 will conclude this 15minute segment of the program.
At 7:00 p. m. Harry C. Good,
district supervisor of ministers
from the Brooklyn, New York,
headquarters will talk for 15 minutes on the assembly theme. He
will then introduce a model public
Bible speaking class known as the
Theocratic Ministry School among
Jehovah's Witnesses.
Delegates
from the 18 congregations they
represent will strive to apply the
exemplary methods and techniques
of this program in their meetings
throughout the circuit.
The first two parts of the school
program will be based on the ministerial handbook "Qualified to be
Ministers." Earl Matthews of the
Mayfield congregation will conduct a five-minute review on
"Government of the Early Congregation"; then Richard Biles,
presiding minister of the Corinth,
Mississippi, congregation will discuss for 15 minutes "Government
of the Modern Congregation."

neutrality during World War II.
Circuit supervisor of ministers,
Jack Ryals of Brooklyn, will conduct the last hour of the Friday
night session. This will be a model
ministry development class or service meeting taking as its theme
"Build to the Future." To set the
theme will be Raymond Clark of
the Fulton congregation with his
discourse on "Building in Unity."
"Service Centers are Building
Centers" will be developed by
Robert Camp of the Memphis,
Tennessee, Central congregation
"Building by Return -Visits and
Bible Studies" will be demonstrated and discussed by Jack Wallace
of the West Memphis, Arkansas,
congregation. "Building to Overcome Weaknesses" will be treated
by Ralph Losey of Corinth, Mississippi.
Delegates will blend their voices
in singing "Press on in Kingdom
to conclude the first day
of Jehovah's Witnesses' semi-annual seminar.
Saturday's program will commence promptly at 9:00 a. m. with
osng and prayer by R. G. Sanders
of West Memphis, Arkansas. Calvin Pate of the Memphis, Tennessee, Mallory congregation will talk
on "Fulfilling Our Vows to Do
Jehovah's Will." Mr. Pate will direct demonstrations on how to approach householders and business
people in Christian missionary activity. Then delegates will be dismissed at 9:30 to call on the citizens in the area to encourage
their acceptance of the journals
The Watchtower and Awake! and
their attendance of the assembly
sessions. Thousands of printed
invitations will be distributed in
this way to advertise the talk,
"Uniting
Men in a Split-up
World."
High point of the Saturday program will be the discourse at 1:30
p. m. on "Dedication and Baptism"
by Harry C. Good. Candidates for
immersion will occupy reserved
seats directly in front of the
speaker. Those contemplating baptism will be people who have studied and associated with Jehovah's
Witnesses for a period of time,
from a few months to several
years in some instances. They
have already been taught the fundamental principles of Christian
living. On their response to two
key questions from the speaker
will hinge their decision to symbolize their dedication to God by
water immersion. While the audience sings "The Servants Prayer",
candidtes will be directed to the
baptismal site.

of the evening session will be
marked by the delegate's standing
to sing "Who Is on the Lord's
Side?"
With the assistance of Mr.
Ryals, Mr. Good will develop a
key part of the Saturday program
calling "Lovingly Assist 00. Brothers." They will discuss and
demonstrate how overseers and
servants of the congregations may
arrange to.offer loving assistance
to all those associated with their
groups. Special attraction will be
given to aiding those having personal difficulties as they endeavor
to fulfill their dedication vows.
The theme of love which is to permeate the entire assembly will be
stressed further by Saturday's
concluding song, "The Divine Pattern of Love" from 1 John 4:19.
Thanksgiving will be offered in
prayer and the assembly will be
dismissed.
Chairmanship for Sunday's program will be in the hands of Raymond Clark of Fulton as he gets
the program underway with song
and prayer. Then, Doyle Manning,
presiding minister of the Memphis,
Tennessee, North congregation,
will encourage the delegates to
"Aid Others to Learn God's Will"
at 9:00 a. m. Mr. Manning will
point out that the responsibility
of all dedicated Christians is to be
teachers of God's Word. After
suitable demonstrations the delegates will be dismissed for their
last opportunity to call on residents of the Fulton area. May of
them will be inviting householders
to consider the Bible's testimony
on a question frequently asked
about God, that is, Does God Really Care? Events of our age will be
cited which might cause some honest people to conclude that God
has no interest in the affairs of
men. However, by Scriptures] references the delegates will briefly
outline the unmistakable evidence
of God's purposes for blessing
earth's inhabitants.
During the early afternoon a
choral group will entertain the assembled delegates and visitors
with selections from the Witnesses' song book, "Songs to fehovah's
Praise" while they await the climax of the three-day meeting, the
widely advertised talk, "Uniting
Men in a Split-up World", by Mr.
Good at 3:00 o'clock.

The next four participants in the
school program will render student assignments on which appropriate constructive counsel will
be offered by the district supervisor of ministers. First of these
At the conclusion of the featurwill be Cecil Dalton of the Memed lecture there will be an inphis, Tennessee, Berclair congretermission
of 30 minutes. At 4:30
gation who will deliver an eightMorris Maxey of the Memphis,
minute discourse on "Activity of
Tennessee,
Berclair congregation
God." Michael Abbondante, preis slated to summarize the current
siding minister of the Paris, TenWatchtower
study, "Honoring Jenessee, group will demonstrate a
At 2:00 p. m. Dewey McClanareading of Isaiah 5:13 to Isaiah han of Lexington, Tennessee, will hovah." His theme text will be 1
5:30 with appropriate introductory discuss "Publicly Proclaim God's Timothy 1:17.
and concluding remarks.
Will" and the delegates will be
"Manifesting Christian Manners"
directed to the field for more
will receive the attention of Jack
A switch from male to female house to house visitations.
Ryals at 5:00 o'clock and Harry
participants will be noted next
Introduction to the evening pro- Good will bring the entire aswhen Mrs. Oma Brickey of Hum- gram will be
by means of "Songs sembly program to a conclusion
boldt, Tennessee, makes a simulat- and Experiences"
by Harold Van with his discourse on "Rejoicing
ed house call to develop the re- Sickel of
the Memphis, Tennessee, in New World Associations." Finsurrection theme as outlined in Southeast
congregation. Mr. Good ally, the delegates will sing "Cause
the Witnesses' textbook "From will conduct
a 20-minute discus- for Gratitude" and Mr. Good will
Paradise Lost to Paradise Regain- sion of "Examining Our Ministry" offer a prayer to their God, Jeed." Concluding
the
ministry and then John Tidwell, city super- hovah, in the name of Jesus Christ
school program will be Mrs. Mau- visor of the Memphis, Tennessee, to thank Him for an occasion
reen Trevathan of McKenzie Ten- congregations will offer "The Min- which they are confident will be
nessee, when she relates as though istry as a career." Halfway point very joyful and profitable.
to a questioning householder some
of the historical background of
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Jehovah's Witnesses' position of

307 Main Street

Phone 540

Welcome to Fulton! Visit

Stallins DX Service Station
Courteous Service

West State Line

Harry Gordon — Raymond Stallins

While in town, visit

TOMMY'S PHILLIPS
66 SERVICE STATION
(Formerly Major Oil)
Located on US 51 at Riceville
The only Phillips 66 Station in Town
"Always a friendly welcome"

Welcome to Fulton!

FULTON BANK
G-r-o-w-i-n-g since 1945
Save today!

We're happy to serve you!

PARK TERRACE
RESTAURANT AND MOTEL
Fine food — courteous service
Air conditioned

Swimming pool

Broadway Street

South Fulton

WELCOME, JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
- DRY CLEANING
SELF SERVICE, COIN OPERATED
SOMETHING NEW
NOW OPEN
DO YOUR WASHING AND DRY CLEANING AT ONE STOP.
DRY CLEANING
10 Lbs. $2.00

HAPPY DAY LAUNDERETTE
SOUTH FULTON

PRONE 9126

• CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan •

Larger V8 Engines and
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Everybody Wants
To Rent Princess
Margaret's Car

Marquis de LaSalle was the
first white man to view the great
(Last Week)
rapids of the Ohio River at the
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Nanney have
present site of Louisville in 1670.
returned from a visit to Roger,
Arkansas to Mr. and Mrs. Cook
LONDON—The owner of a car- It was almost a century later
the parents of Mrs. David Nanney.
hire company said he's reaping (1768) when Captain Thomas C.
They were accompanied by Davy
good profits by renting out Prin- Bullitt made the first survey of
Nanney who has been living in
cess Margaret's former limousine. the site.
Ankara, Turkey for the past few
"I bought the car two years
years and finished high school
ago," said Wing Comdr. Patrick
there. He is enroute to the UniBarthropp Wednesday. "It's been
versity of California where he will
worth every penny I paid for it—
enter college. His sister Suellen is
and more."
a student at University of Arkan"Everyone wants to rent her
sas at Fayetteville, Arkansas.
car, it seems," explained the forAll Makes and Models
Mr. Will Hagler who lived in
mer Royal Air Force officer.
•
this community many years until
Barthropp bought the 1957 RollsMOTOROLA
a few years ago when he moved
Royce for 6,050 pounds—$16,940—
Sales and Service
to Fulton, passed away Monday.
and rent it out at a basic rate of
•
He had been very feable for the
11 pounds—$30.80_a day.
past several months. He would
It has a television set, two rahave been 100 years old on Sepdios and a cocktail bar.
tember 25. Funeral service at New
Hope on Wednesday. He is sur111 Lake St.
Phone
vived by four daughters, Mrs. Zelma Grubbs, Mrs. Elnora Vaughan,
Miss Rachel Hagler of Fulton,
Rebecca and one son Wade of St.
Louis, and several grandchildren
Diesel power for the first time, addition of two headlamps and longer life mufflers. New optional
and great-grandchildren.
higher powered Y8's, and lower hood lines for equipment includes alternating current generaWarsaw—The Governinent estiGet well wishes to Mrs. Will
better road visibility highlight Chevrolet's 1962 tors, tinted glass and sliding rear cab window
mates Poland's population has
Reed who is a patient at the Fultruck line. New to most of the 198 models are for better ventilation. Proved independent front
reached 30,000,000 again.
directional signals as standard equipment, single suspension is retained with imprcoements.
ton Hospital.
It first reached that mark in
WALKER DELUXE
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Barber and
1927, but dropped under 24,000,000
%Tot four, not five, not
Jimmie were in Memphis Monday
in 1945 due to war casualities,
seven, but 8 YEARS
for a checkup for Jimmie. Every
new frontiers, and post-war emiOLD. Strvight Bourbon
one will be happy to know that
gration.
Whiskey; 8 Years, 86.8
Jimmie's recovery was found to be
Proof.
real satisfactory. He is being permitted to go to school on the bus
Older live-aloners are inclined quired.
"But you don't mind when you
now. Lerline plans to go back to to eat sketchily the year-round
company and
Noting how well the plan pro- have congenial
work at Siegel's after several Planning and cooking for one pergressed, two older couples decided when you know you'll have a
months leave due to Jimmie's ac- son can be a bore.
to adopt a similar idea. The one night out in return."
All types of Insurance
.cident.
Even those who bother to eat whose turn it
was to be hostess
well in winter grow careless dur- provided the hot
occasteamwork
even
Like
all
SAVE ! GET our
main course and
Old Mulkey Meeting House,
ing the summer months. The apional comrflunal eating requires a
near Tompkinsville, is one of the petite flags. "Why make any ef- the guest couple brought and the
certain
amount
of
give
and
take.
PACKAGE DEAL
the guest couple brought the salad
oldest log buildings in Kentucky.
fort?" they reason.
A sudden change of plans should
and dessert.
The house, built of half-hewn
"Covering everything"
the
others
as
communicated
to
be
Teaming up with others at
logs and chinked, has 12 corners
"I simply wouldn't bother to quickly as possible. But plans
Fulton, Hy.
Phone 4oll
believed to represent the Twelve mealtime can be helpful. It can
take eating out of the whatever-is- do that much cooking for the two should not be changed lightly, and
Apostles.
422 Lake St.
in-the-refrigerator category and of us in hot weather," one wife especially not after the marketing
said.
has been done
make it more of an occasion.
Mis1111.
Decided To Continue
Two elderly widows had dinlielerwEer
Rugs Need Cleaning?
ner with a third who lived in the
Aldevelopment.
same housing
Dry-clean them yourself, like new, though the meal was designed for
in a few minutes. Rent our hot weather it was complete from
GLAMORENE
a fresh fruit appetizer, through a
hot meat and vegetable course, to
Electric Rug Brush
a light dessert.

Diesel Debut in '62 Chevrolet Trucks

Rare

NEW YORK—Sybil Lamb's contract as standby for "The Fant.iisticks" includes a rare provision
Whenever she has to go ,on ir
the musical, producer Lore Not
must pay for a babysitter at th(
Lamb residence.

TV REPAIR

Wade Television

Poland's Population
At 30 Million Again

Provision

Feed Your Hogs

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration
A Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste

Recipe For Fun:Share The Fare

Dewey Johnson

- i'.nt

.....

Fifth

Hiram Walker & Sons. Inc.
Peoria. Illinois

-7771

,e-e-CteerK2,1e7.

1.916"2 C7LL7711/1171311—EI

(Low daily rental. $2)
Not one of these women would
Yes! We sell GLAMORENE dry- have bothered to prepare as well
balanced a menu for herself.

Roll-away beds

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Walnut St.

Phone 201

SAVE ON NEW
SCHOOL SHOES
Slip-ons and

ties in

black;

sizes I and up; Widths B and D.

PRICES START AT

$6.95 Pr.

"Why don't we get together
three times a week and take turns
at being hostess?" one suggested.
"We'll get a properly planned
dinner at least three times a week
all summer and only have to cook
one night out of the three. Then
if we're lazy and live on snacks
the rest of the week it won't be
quite so bad."
Each had one or two
ialties,
an they agieed to serve one hot
dish no matter how warm the day.
If possible the dish could be prepared early and reheated. Service
was to be simple with emphasis
on paper napkins and picnic plates.
Food likes and dislikes were
taken into account, but fortunately on one was a finicky eater or
on a rigid diet, although even that
might have been worked out if re-

RUPTURE

Main Street

Fulton

The New Sensational Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Trios
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors

City Drug Co.. Fulion

Elegant Ninety-Eight Holiday Sports Sedan

Any way you look at it, there's "something extra"

IOW• 177In71-131 thars eve,:..

about Olds for '62! V-8 performance, right across the

thisrr-vEriis

ISCIANE7-1-II

vest

ICS

G EXTRA"
C;11-1.:7SI

... the performance transmission with the solid new
"feel"! Suspension refinements that put new ride

dazzling Dynamic 88s...fun to drive F-85s ... plus stunning
new Starfires! Olds offers them all with spectacular

CUSTOM BAR-B-Q

V-8 performance...sporty trend-setting style...

plus a new concept of quality and reliability that

(15 Years' Experience)

makes every Oldsmobile a car of superiority!

BAR-B-a BY THE POUND $1.50
WHOLE SHOULDER
$5.51
URGERS
20c
THICK SHAKES .
. 20c
•

line ... from engines that deliver up to 345 h.p.!
Smooth action of Oldsmobile's 1962 4-S Hydra-Matic*

Magnificent new Ninety-Eights... superb new Super 88s...

and roadability in every model! Sporty new styling—
inside and out—that mirrors the excitement
you'll find behind the wheel!
Visit your Oldsmobile Quality Dealer for a personal
introduction to the cars with "something extra"!
°Standard in Ninety-f.pht ond Porfire atodels, °phenol ot *Mr, cott in Dynoink 88,
$tyr 88 one f.85 models.

F-85 Cutlass Convertible
In a class by itself
. .. in the low-price field!

•

TRY OUR TAKE HOME SERVICE
ORDER BY PHONING 9168

CURB SERVICE:
THE BEST IN TOWN
RAY'S Sandwich Shop
The Home of Good Service and Fine Foods

70
$340
$5.40

KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY, 210 E. STATE LINE
111Ell THE 'Et OLOSMOBILES —NOW ON DISPLAY...AT YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED OLDSMOBILE QUALITY DEALER'S?
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MAYTAG WASHERS, !tandem
and automatic models, $139.96
and up. Sales and service
Bennett Electric. enone 201.

PAUL CROWDS—

versation by explaining that the porters there, I was in a group
a native of Kansas City and a
fireplace mantle in the dining that talked
(Continued from page one)
to a representative of graduate of the University of
room is to be replaced with one
Newsweek.
Arriving at 12:45 at the north- which occupied
Kansas.
the space during
west gate of the White House President Theodor
e
Roosevelt's
Alter
leaving
the
White
House! While I was talking to Harkness
r V AN TE.IN N /1J: we install— grounds as previously requested, day. The discussion then became
trade--repaIr and move. Get we were checked individually general until the dessert course, grounds I had several things to I received a phone call and disoccupy
me until 6: p. m., at which covered Charlie Welch at Louisour prices. We service all makes through the guard post after when the President again
adTV. Pho.re 307 Roper Television showing identification, and walk- dressed himself to us and opened time I took a cab to 2900 "N" ville on the other end. Charlie, AP
Street in Georgetown, to the love- bureau chief and a good friend,
ed around the drive, up the mar- up an hour-long question
-and an- ly home of Senator
and Mrs. John was seeking identification of a
FOR SALE—Two choice burial TV Antennas: quick and efficient ble steps and into the front door. swer period.
Sherman Cooper for a "hospitality member of our party who was
I had passed this place a thouslots, side by side, in Pleasantview installation service; all types.
At all times the President was hour". Everyone who
was staying In the picture with me, and whom
Memory Gardens on Highway 51 Merryman and Fry Appliances, and times in years gone by, but
very informal, and very frank over was there,
and the Coopers he didn't know. Our White House
this was the first time I ever got
north of Fulton. Both lots for $100. phone 126, Fulton.
with his answers and comments. were congenial
hosts. Among picture had already been received
to do that.
Contact Mrs. James Hicks, Rice
He smoked a cigar; we were all other guests were
Marquis Childs, , via wirephoto back in Kentucky
We were met at the door by anville. Phone 274R.
TV REPAIR: all makz. and models
offered cigars. Being an old cigar- the well-known
ORDER YOUR
columnist, Rich- and was being readied for transSkilled personnel, prompt service, other guard, who again checked ette smoker (as
many of the others ard Harkness, the well-kn
own TV mission to other Kentucky dailies
factory-trained
technicians for oft our names on a little list he were) we smoked cigarette
s.
news commentator, Lorenzo Mar- served by AP.
black-and-white and color. "Ser- carried, and then proceeded into
After the conversation had run tin, Washington correspondent for
vice is our business". Merryman a large center hallway to another
After a most pleasant hour at
attendant. He carried a little oval- perhaps an hour at a rapid clip, the Louisville Times, the ambas- the Coopers,
Painting and paperhanging and Fry Appliances, 215 Main shaped
it was back to the
sadors from India and France
we
left
the
table
and
the
dining
board
represen
ting
an exStreet, phone 126.
and Carlton with a few of our
party,
others. I talked to Harknes
act pattern of the table at which room_
contractors
s at a wonderful supper,
and to bed.
BUY RUBBER FOOTWEAR NOW we would eat, and cards fastened
The President then boarded an some length and found that he is It had been a
olio= moos isis0
full
day.
at following low tax paid prices. around it contained oul- names elevator and took us on
a personMens light weight four buckle and indicated to each of us our ally conducted tour of
Benj. Moore Paints
the Lincoln
arctics at $4.95, heavy four or seat position. Pap Adams (Berea) Room on the second
OPEN TODAY — 6:45
,
floor of the
Wallpaper
five buckle at $5.95. Insulated KPA President, was placed at the White House. He
—STARTS—
pointed out Linboots at $7.95.
President's right and Fred Burk- coln's heavy carved Victorian bed,
Phone 1610
—All Sizes and Grades
TOMO
The Edwards Store Mayfield
RROW
hard
(Liberty), KPA
Board a replica of the 'Gettysburg AdChairman, was at the President's dress, and a portrait of Mrs. LinMcDowell St., S. Fulton
—Delivery When You
for
left. I was seated at one end of coln, painted in 1923 by Catherin
e
FREE PARKING !
Want It
the oval with Jimmy Norris, Helm.
5- B-I-G DAYS!
(Ashland) on my right and WalkWe then returned to the large
TROUBLE?
—Fill Your Bin Now At
er Wood (Hopkinsville) on my circular reception room downstai
rs
We can't keep you out of it,
left.
through which one can see down
but with on
of our LowAfter observing the seating ar- the White House lawn to
the
Cost, three
payment
plan
rangement we walked straight a- Washington monument. We
groupAUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
Across from
head and into a huge circular re- ed for pictures which were
taken,
We can be at your side
ception room, discovering some of and there Mr. Kennedy left
Coca-Cola Plant
us.
Immediately.
Phone 51
our missing friends already there We had spent two hours—t
wo very
Drive-In-Service
Our Adjuster Carries His
ahead of as, including Barry Bing- delightful hours—with him
at the
Check Book!
Package Ice
ham, publisher of the Louisville White House.
FERTILIZERS FOR
Courier-Journal. Made the rounds,
Wick Smith Agency
Salinger guided us downstairs
greeting each other and exchang- and showed us through
FALL CROPS
24 Hour Service
the Cabiing
shop
talk
net
for
room and the President's ofabout 10 minPhone 62 — Nights 160
WE RENT - - - utes and suddenly in walked fice, and thence out into
the press
Pierre Salinger, President Ken- room where a number
TECHNICOLOR.
of us were
nedy's press secretary. He caught interviewed and quizzed
Hospital beds
by reWalker Wood by surprise (Walker
ETS HAVE APART'
Baby beds
Your Favorite Bee
erages
4++++++++++++++++++++++++++.14++++++++++++
was standing over near the door).
+++4-44i-Te4.
..,O444++++++0
Vacuum Cleaners
Walker proceeded to introduce
Floor polishers
himself and asked Pierre if he was
THE MARK OF PROFESSIONAL IJRYLLLANIN.;
a publisher come to join the
group. Actually, Salinger is a rathWADE FURN. CO. er
short fellow and much
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky than I had pictured him; smaller
I guess
that Walker was fooled too. SalViost complete stock in
inger introduced
Fulton, Ky.
himself and
West Kentucky
442-44 Lake Street
Walker was much apologetic.
for the modern "miracle" fabrics
We all introduced ourselves to
AVAILABLE ONLY AT
When it s
Salinger and shook hands with
Real Estate in Fulton
him and for the next few minutes
— see —
stood around shooting the bull
CHARLES W. BURROW (most of us with our backs to the
hallway entrance) when suddenly
309 Walnut
Flhone 61
the President was in our midst. I
LAUNDRY & DRY
'arm Loans
Looking for a light.,. brighter, ooldon't know where he came from—
CLEANERS
he
just
bootbotet Soeita to Oltramoot
appeared all of a sudden.
Conventional boans
He is quite taller than I had
thilSifibaraid.
Sasso, Lobal.
EAST
STATE LINE
FHA Loans
imagined him—must be 6 feet—.
miss is fill•rsd oat .. only samodsor
PHONE 130
—The
very
best
selection
of
real
rather
slim, and was dressed in a
bourbon softness is hitt is. Try IL
estate for sale at all times
dark suit. He was very informal
You 11 ogras. A groat bourbon bogs
414.1144.+441.14444444.114.1-4.44-14+
and smiling and cordial to each of
us as we introduced ourselves individually, shook hands and expressed our pleasure at having
g",'ZirciMgE2 gi&liaggs
For The
been invited to luncheon. He exchanged bits of campaign-time rea full 90 proof
miniscing with John Gaines of
of Kentucky Stroight Bourbon Whiskey
Bowling Green, Jimmy Norris,
only $1.50 v. Pint
Barry Bingham, and Frank Paxton
of Paducah. I was going to ask
D.str.batd as Bryant Dtdf CS.
him if he remembered saying
Owensboro. Ky.
and
"hello Fulton" over Jo's mike during his visit at the Paducah airport, but I forgot to; we chatted
about something else. He readily
entered into any conversation that
anyone chose to make.
The President looked very well
and rested. He had just flown in
from Hyannis Port a few hours
earlier, bringing Mrs. Kennedy
buy it at
with him, but we didn't have the
pleasure '''Sf seeing her.
Then it was time for luncheon
so we went through a side doorway into the magnificent state
dining room. There was our oval
STARDUST OR SUPREME LINE
table, and we took our places. Our
Furniture Company
names were handsomely engraved
on individual place cards, and beSTARDUST
side each place was a little souWith superb Fulmer stylvenir menu. I brought both home
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
with me; they were for that puring, in the very popular
pose.
CALLING COLLECT
Lum-Puf Saran Fabric.
The luncheon was hearty, and
555 FULTON, KY.
delicious. In case your'e interested,
CHapel 7-1833
it consisted V melon and prosciutto ham, tournedos Rossini
MAYFIELD, KY.
(steak),
potatoes
Parisienne,
French peger and a dessert of
Norwegian -omelet,
which the
guests said resembled a baked
Alaska. Three kinds of wine were
served during the meal, coffee
and cigars afterward.
THE FAMOUS
The President opened the conFOR SALE: An outstanding Pollel Hereford bull, 4 years old, registered in both Associations. See
six miles south of Dresden,
Penn. Phone ADams 5-3886, or FOR REN t Flow sanding machine and electric floor polish3353 at Greenfield. Z. C. Sims.
er and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co

CLASSIFIED ADS

NOW!

COAL

RUSSELL BOAZ

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

CITY COAL CO.

Sandra Dee bobby Darin
Walter Slezak
Dome Septem'or
Mi4acle

The hallmark
of newness.•.

only a buck
canal a half

Restores original freshness,
color, body and drape to all
fabrics, producing bright,
crisp "new looking" clothes.

OK PARISIAN

Glenmore

SEE AND HEAR IN PERSON

BEST

W. L. HERSINGER

CLEANEST

SUPERSAVINGS ON
TOP STYLE & QUALITY

USED FURNITURE

BIG TENT

SEAT COVERS

EXCHANGE

PRAYING THE

PRAYER OF FAITH
F011,1 YOUR HEALTH

VALUES
TO '35.00
... ONLY '24.88

2 WEEKS ONLY

GILLUM

SUNDAY AFTERNOON'S 2:30 P. M.
EACH NIGHT 7:45 P.M.

TRANSFER CO.

CHAMPION
... dependable, beautiful, economical. Genuine
Saran Plastic with all-Vinyl Art Leather trim. No
cloth to wear out.

... ONLY '19.88
Compare with others at $25.00

•

UNION CITY, TENNESSEE

—NO- CHANGES—
Dependable Curb Service — Call in orders Accepted
Delicious Shakes, Malts and Sandwiches

CLEAR PLASTIC COVERS

WHOLE PORK SHOULDERS BAR-B-OUED

...
• to preserve your new car's interior beauty.
15 GAUGE (heavy duty)
STYLE
(25 percent heavier and
guaranteed for life of car)

BARNEY'S

TO A HIGH FLAVOR

FIRST SERVICE

$19.88
$2488

(Compare at $29.95)

CORNER' OF USREY AND JACKSON STREETS
NEXT TO ABERNATHY'S SUPER MARKET

1-2 LB. BAR-B-OUE
10-LB. SHOULDER, Only
15-LB. SHOULDER, Only

$1.50
$4.20
$5.93

SUNDAY AFTERNOON 2:30 P. M.
SEPTEMBER 24, 1961

411MIP

SEAT COVERS AS LOW AS $19.95
EASY TERMS • FREE INSTALLATION

Western Auto Associate Store
Lake Street

Fulton

PRICES ARE BASED ON RAW MEAT PRICES

• BOSTON BAKED BEANS AVAILABLE •

BARNEY'S BAR-B-OIJE and DAIRY BAB
Martin Highway

Phone 9134

IN PERSON

J. A. JACKSON EX-MARINE

• HEALED OF TB

•

